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Abstract
We characterize the graphs that admit a decomposition into circuits, i.e. ﬁnite or inﬁnite connected
2-regular graphs. Moreover, we show that, as is the case for the removal of a closed eulerian subgraph
from a ﬁnite graph, removal of a non-dominated eulerian subgraph from a (ﬁnite or inﬁnite) graph
does not change its circuit-decomposability or circuit-indecomposability. For cycle-decomposable
graphs, we show that in any end which contains at least n+ 1 pairwise edge-disjoint rays, there are n
edge-disjoint rays that can be removed from the graph without altering its cycle-decomposability.We
also generalize the notion of the parity of the degree of a vertex to vertices of inﬁnite degree, and in
this way extend the well-known result that eulerian ﬁnite graphs are circuit-decomposable to graphs
of arbitrary cardinality.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
As is well known, the subject of eulerian graphs originates from the Königsberg bridge
problem that was solved in 1736 by Euler. In the ﬁnite case, the principal theorem on this
topic (due in part to Euler, Hierholzer and Veblen), says in substance that for a connected
graph, being edge-traceable (i.e., having a closed eulerian trail), having a decomposition into
connected 2-regular subgraphs (circuits) and being eulerian are equivalent properties. In the
inﬁnite case, these three properties are no longer equivalent. It is known that for a ﬁnite or
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inﬁnite graph, to be eulerian (i.e., not to contain any odd vertices) is equivalent to admitting
a decomposition into edge-traceable graphs.Also, Nash-Williams has shown that the graphs
which admit a decomposition into ﬁnite connected 2-regular subgraphs (cycles) are exactly
the ones that contain no edge-cut of odd cardinality. The present paper characterizes the
graphs that admit a decomposition into circuits (i.e. ﬁnite or inﬁnite connected 2-regular
graphs).
In contrast to the two characterizations just mentioned, no characterization of the graphs
that are circuit-decomposable may be based only on the degrees of the vertices or on the
cardinality of the edge-cuts. Indeed, there exist graphs G and H which differ by a single
edge joining two vertices which cannot be separated by a ﬁnite cut in either, such that G is
decomposable whereas H is not. (For example, take the graph of Fig. 4, Section 4 to be H
and the same graph minus the edge joining the two vertices of inﬁnite degree for G.)
We approach the problem of the characterization in two ways.
Our ﬁrst approach is to introduce a notion of local circuit-decomposability for certain
speciﬁed parts of a graph, and then to show that if those speciﬁed parts of the graph are locally
circuit-decomposable then the graph is circuit-decomposable in its entirety. The interesting
parts of the graph in this approach are called regions: they are connection-induced subgraphs
that are joined to the rest of the graph by only a ﬁnite (even or odd) number of edges. Regions
are said to be even or odd according as this number of edges is even or odd. Among all the
regions, the peripheral ones, which are odd regions not containing any odd cut of the graph,
play a key role in this approach since it turns out that a graph is circuit-decomposable if and
only if its peripheral regions are locally circuit-decomposable (Theorem 7.5).
Hence the peripheral regions are the parts of the graphwhere onemay expect to encounter
serious difﬁculties in connection with circuit decomposition. At the other extreme, the
regions that are most easily handled are those that are locally cycle-decomposable; by
Nash-Williams’s Theorem, such regions must be even and, like peripheral regions, cannot
contain odd cuts. If one considers the two types of regions (peripheral and locally cycle-
decomposable) in the case of ﬁnite graphs, one easily sees that they have the following
two properties: (1) peripheral regions always contain at least one odd vertex; (2) locally
cycle-decomposable regions contain even vertices only. For inﬁnite graphs, this is no longer
true because of the vertices of inﬁnite degree that may be considered to be both of even
and odd degree. This leads us to a generalization of the parity of the degree of a vertex to
what we call the parity type. This is done in such a way that properties (1) and (2) extend
to inﬁnite graphs, and that the following conditions are satisﬁed:
(3) any two vertices in the same -class (i.e., which are connected by inﬁnitely many
pairwise edge-disjoint paths) have equal parity type;
(4) as for the parity of the degree, the removal from the graph of a ﬁnite eulerian subgraph
does not alter the parity type of any vertex.
With this deﬁnition we show that having no odd-type vertex is a sufﬁcient condition for
a graph to admit a circuit decomposition, whereas having no odd vertex is a necessary
condition. In particular, this gives the result that an inﬁnite vertex in a transitive graph is
always of even type, and hence for these graphs to be eulerian is a necessary and sufﬁcient
condition for the existence of a circuit decomposition.
Furthermore, a peripheral region must always contain an odd number of -classes of
odd-type vertices. This corresponds to the situation in the ﬁnite case where every peripheral
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region contains an odd number of odd vertices (note that in a ﬁnite graph the -classes are
singletons). Moreover, if a peripheral region A of a graph G contains exactly one odd-type
-class, then A is always locally cycle-decomposable to within a single edge, even if it is
not locally circuit-decomposable. Hence, to study the circuit-decomposability of a graph,
we can restrict ourselves to regions which are “almost” cycle-decomposable and therefore
have a much simpler structure than the whole graph.
Odd-type and even-type vertices also play an important role in our second approach to
the problem. This approach is based on the ray structure of the graph: we say that a graphG
has enough rays if any odd region of G contains a ray. It is easy to see that having enough
rays is a necessary condition for a graph to admit a circuit decomposition. On the other
hand—relativizing the deﬁnition in the obvious way—we show that having enough non-
dominated rays is a sufﬁcient condition (Theorem 6.9); in fact, we show that it is a necessary
and sufﬁcient condition for a graph to admit a decomposition into non-dominated circuits.
This leads us to ask whether having enough rays with some speciﬁed property might be
a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for a graph to admit a circuit decomposition. Indeed,
such a property exists and will be called eligibility; to describe it we need the following
observations.
It follows from Theorem 6.9 that, as for the eulerian subgraphs of a ﬁnite graph, the
removal of an eulerian non-dominated subgraphH from a graphG does not affect its circuit-
decomposability or circuit-indecomposability (see Theorem 8.1). Deﬁning an eulerian-type
graph as a graph that contains no odd-type vertex, we further show (Theorem 8.6) that
this property also holds if H is a dominated eulerian-type subgraph provided that none
of its dominating vertices is of odd type in the graph G\H . In both situations we speak
of removable subgraphs. In terms of this deﬁnition, we say that a ray R is eligible if it
is contained in an “almost eulerian” locally ﬁnite removable graph. Any eligible ray of a
circuit-decomposable graph is always contained in a 2-ray (a graph that is the edge-disjoint
union of two rays having the same origin) that is a member of a decomposition of G into
cycles and 2-rays. Since any decomposition into cycles and 2-rays trivially induces a circuit
decomposition, we can see eligible rays as the rays that can be used if one want to construct
a circuit decomposition. Moreover, our main theorem (Theorem 9.5) says that a graph G
has a circuit decomposition if and only if it has enough eligible rays.
Eligible rays exist in most ends (i.e., classes of ﬁnitely inseparable rays). More precisely,
eligible rays occur in every non-dominated end, in every end that contains at least three edge-
disjoint rays (i.e. is of -multiplicity 3), and also in every end that is of -multiplicity 2
and is dominated by some odd-type vertex.
The preceding results show that a non-circuit-decomposable graph must contain an odd
region whose ends are very “thin”. Further, these graphs must contain an odd region which
is of one of the four types that are shown in Fig. 9 (Section 9) or a suitable combination of
them.
2. Deﬁnitions and preliminaries
In this section we introduce basic deﬁnitions and present results that will be needed in the
proofs leading up to our main theorem. Most of these results are known, but some are new.
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The latter have been grouped together in this section because they are also of independent
interest.
2.1. Generalities
For the purposes of this paper, we assume all graphs to be unoriented, without loops or
multiple edges, unless otherwise stated (multiple edges are allowed in quotient graphs).
The symbol G will always denote a graph. An eulerian graph is a graph (not necessarily
connected) whose vertices are all of even or inﬁnite degree. Paths are understood to be
ﬁnite. ForX, Y ⊆ V (G) an XY-path is a path whose endpoints are in X andY, respectively;
when X or Y is a singleton, we omit curly brackets. If S, T are subgraphs of G, an ST-path
is a V (S)V (T )-path. We shall speak of an X-path or an S-path in place of an XX-path or an
SS-path, respectively. A ray is a connected graph having exactly one vertex of degree one,
called the origin of the ray, and all the others of degree 2. Given X ⊆ V (G), an X-ray is a
ray having its origin in X. As in the case of paths we shall also speak of u-rays and S-rays,
where u ∈ V (G) and S is a subgraph of G. A set of  edge-disjoint rays (Ri)i∈I , where 
is some cardinal, is said to be a -tresse if
⋂
i∈I V (Ri) is an inﬁnite set.
A circuit is a non-empty connected 2-regular graph. A ﬁnite circuit is called a cycle and
an inﬁnite one, a double-ray. A tail of a ray or double-ray R is a subray of R. A trail is
a sequence of consecutively adjacent vertices such that the edges joining two consecutive
vertices of the sequence are all distinct.A trail may be ﬁnite, 1-way inﬁnite or 2-way inﬁnite.
Whenever convenient the word trail will also be applied to the graph formed by the vertices
and edges of the sequence. An edge-traceable graph is a graph obtained from a circuit by
identifying some of its vertices but no edges and that contains no loop and no multiple edge.
In other words, an edge-traceable graph is a graph which is either a ﬁnite eulerian trail or
a 2-way inﬁnite (and hence eulerian) trail. The ﬁnite edge-traceable graphs are therefore
exactly the connected eulerian ones; for the inﬁnite edge-traceable graphs, i.e., the ones that
are a 2-way inﬁnite trail, Erdo˝s et al. [3] give the following characterization:
Theorem 2.1. A connected graph G is a 2-way inﬁnite trail if and only if
(i) E(G) is countably inﬁnite;
(ii) G is eulerian;
(iii) there is no ﬁnite set of edges whose deletion leaves more than two inﬁnite components;
and
(iv) there is no ﬁnite eulerian subgraph the deletion of whose edges leaves more than one
inﬁnite component.
Note that Erdo˝s et al. [3] also give a similar characterization of graphs that are a 1-way
inﬁnite trail (i.e., graphs obtained from a ray by identifying some of its vertices but no
edges).
Given two subgraphs A,B of a graph G, we denote by [A,B]G the set of edges of G
that have one endpoint in V (A) and the other in V (B), and B − A denotes the induced
subgraph ofG on V (B)−V (A). By abuse of language, we will frequently identify a single
vertex with the graph that consists of this vertex only, and similarly a single edge may be
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identiﬁed with the graph that consists only of this edge and its two incident vertices. Thus
in the preceding deﬁnitions, A can also be a vertex or a single edge. A cut of a graph G is
a set of edges of the form [A,G− A]G. If no confusion is likely, we shall write A instead
of G − A, and, unless otherwise stated, both A and B will be induced subgraphs of G. A
region of a graphG is a connected non-empty induced subgraphA such that [A,A]G is ﬁnite
(possibly empty); A is an even or odd region according as ∣∣[A,A]G∣∣ is even or odd. A bond
is a non-empty cut which is minimal with respect to inclusion. Observe that a cut [A,A]G
of a connected graph is a bond if and only if both A and A are connected. In general, every
cut [A,A]G is a union of edge-disjoint bonds (this is well known in the ﬁnite case; for a
proof in the general case, see [11, Remark 1]). Hence, in the case where [A,A]G is ﬁnite,
each component K of A is a region ofG since [K,K]G ⊆ [A,A]G. The following lemma is
useful in showing how one can construct ﬁnite cuts by transferring vertices from one side
of a ﬁnite cut to the other.
Lemma 2.2. Let [A,A]G and [B,B]G be two ﬁnite cuts of G. Then [A−B,A− B]G and
[A ∩ B,A ∩ B]G are also ﬁnite cuts, and if, moreover, [B,B]G is even and B ⊆ A, then
[A,A]G and [A− B,A− B]G are either both even or both odd.
Proof. The ﬁrst assertion follows from the fact that both [A − B,A− B]G and [A ∩
B,A ∩ B]G are contained in [A,A]G ∪ [B,B]G. For the second assertion, note that when
B ⊆ A, we have
∣∣[A− B,A− B]G∣∣= ∣∣[A,A]G∣∣− ∣∣[B,A]G∣∣+ ∣∣[B,A− B]G∣∣
= ∣∣[A,A]G∣∣− ∣∣[B,A]G∣∣+ ∣∣[B,B]G∣∣− ∣∣[B,A]G∣∣
= ∣∣[A,A]G∣∣− 2∣∣[B,A]G∣∣+ ∣∣[B,B]G∣∣. 
IfA is a set of edges,G\A is the graph obtained by the removal of all edges ofA (retaining
all vertices). For a non-empty graphH,G\H denotes the graphG\E(H). BdryG(H) is the
set of all vertices of H that are incident with an edge of G\H . G/H is the quotient graph
obtained by identifying all the vertices of H and by removing all the loops thus obtained;
G/H may have multiple edges. We extend the deﬁnition of a quotient graph A/H to the
case where A is a subgraph of G by taking A/H := A/(A∩H). There will be situations in
which the set V (H) appears both as a set of vertices of G and as a vertex ofG/H ; to avoid
confusion we shall denote V (H) by q
H
when it is a vertex of the quotient.
Two vertices x and y are said to be inﬁnitely edge-connected if there exist inﬁnitely many
pairwise edge-disjoint xy-paths or equivalently if the two vertices cannot be separated by a
ﬁnite cut of G. This is an equivalence relation on V (G); its classes are called -classes.
The next lemma shows that it is possible to transfer an-class (possibly with some other
vertices) from one side of a ﬁnite cut to the other and preserve the ﬁniteness of the cut.
Lemma 2.3. Let A be an induced subgraph of G such that [A,A]G is ﬁnite, x ∈ V (A) and
Y be a ﬁnite set of vertices that is disjoint from the -class of x. Then there exists a region
B ⊆ A that contains x (and hence its -class) but no vertex of Y.






Fig. 1.A graph having a non-dominated -dominated end. The rays contained inH3\H4 do not belong to that end.
Proof. For each y ∈ Y , ﬁx a ﬁnite cut [By, By]G such that y ∈ V (By) and x ∈ V (By)
and put C := A ∩ ⋂y∈Y By . Then [C,C]G is ﬁnite since it is contained in [A,A]G ∪⋃
y∈Y [By, By]G. Therefore the component of C that contains x is the desired region. 
2.2. Dominated rays and end-equivalent rays
A ray R is said to be dominated (resp. -dominated) by a vertex x in a graph G if for any
ﬁnite set S ⊆ V (G) − {x} (resp. S ⊆ E(G)), some tail of R lies in the same component
of G − S (resp. G\S) as x or, equivalently, if there exist inﬁnitely many xR-paths of G
which pairwise intersect in x only (resp. which are pairwise edge-disjoint and have different
endpoints in R). By abuse of language we will frequently omit mention of the dominating
vertex and simply speak of dominated rays. IfH is a subgraph ofG the statement “a ray R is
dominated inH ” will mean that R is contained inH, and is dominated inH by a vertex ofH.
The same convention will be applied to -domination. Note that a ray which is dominated
(resp. -dominated) in H is still dominated (resp. -dominated) in G, whereas the converse
is not necessarily true. However, if H is a region, then it is easy to see that a ray of H is
dominated (resp. -dominated) in H if and only if it is dominated (resp. -dominated) in G.
For this reason, we shall not state explicitly whether a ray of a region is dominated (resp.
-dominated) in G or in the region. It is obvious that any vertex which dominates some ray
in a graph also -dominates it; however, as is shown in Proposition 2.19 and by Fig. 1, the
converse is not true. Further, the set of all the vertices which -dominate some ray is always
an -class of the graph, provided it is non-empty; but this is not true of the vertices which
dominate a ray.
Two rays R1, R2 are end-equivalent in a graph G (in symbols, R1 ∼ R2) if for every
ﬁnite subset S of V (G), some tails of R1 and R2 lie in the same component of G − S
or, equivalently, if there exist inﬁnitely many (vertex-)disjoint R1R2-paths of G. It is well
known that ∼ is indeed an equivalence relation. The equivalence classes are called ends
(see Diestel [1] for a survey). Clearly, a -tresse is always contained in a single end. Given
a set of ends R, we will abuse language and say that a ray belongs to R if it belongs to an
end of R. An end or a -tresse  is said to be dominated (resp. -dominated) by a vertex
x in G if x dominates (resp. -dominates) some (and therefore all) rays in ; again we will
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frequently omit mention of the dominating vertex. The -multiplicity of an end  is the
maximal number of edge-disjoint rays of , or to be more precise:
-multiplicity of  := sup{|| :  is a set of edge-disjoint elements of }.
As in the case of themultiplicity deﬁned byHalin [8] (supremum of the number of vertex-
disjoint rays in ), the supremum for the number of edge-disjoint rays is actually attained.
The proof is similar to that of Halin’s [8] Satz 1, which is itself relies on Halin’s [7] Satz 1.
Remark 2.4. An end  that has inﬁnitely many dominating vertices always contains an
-tresse, and hence has inﬁnite -multiplicity. One can easily construct an -tresse in 
in the following way. Let D be the set of vertices that dominate  in G, and let x0 ∈ D.
Let P 00 be any non-degenerate x0D-path of G, and x1 be the end-vertex of P 00 that is not
x0. Let P 10 be any non-degenerate x1D-path of G − (P 00 − {x1}), x2 be the end-vertex of
P 10 that is not x1, and P 01 be any x0x1-path of G − (P 00 ∪ P 10 − {x0, x1}). Let P 20 be any
non-degenerate x2D-path of G− (P 00 ∪ P 10 ∪ P 01 − {x2}), x3 be the end-vertex of P 20 that
is not x2, P 11 be any x1x2-path of G − (P 00 ∪ P 10 ∪ P 01 ∪ P 20 − {x1, x2}), and P 02 be any
x0x1-path of G− (P 00 ∪ P 10 ∪ P 01 ∪ P 20 ∪ P 11 − {x0, x1}). Continue this construction, and
put Rn :=⋃i∈ P in to obtain the desired family.
One of the best-known results on ends is Halin’s theorem [6] on the existence of an
end-faithful spanning tree for countable connected graphs.
Theorem 2.5. Every connected countable graph G contains an end-faithful spanning tree,
i.e., a spanning tree T such that
(1) no two disjoint rays of T are end-equivalent in G;
(2) every ray of G is end-equivalent in G to some ray of T
A particularly interesting case of end-faithful spanning tree is the normal tree.
Deﬁnition 2.6. A spanning treeTwith root r of a graphG is called normal if the endvertices
of every edge of G are comparable in the natural tree order on V (G) induced by T.
Normal spanning trees are known in the ﬁnite case as depth-ﬁrst search trees, and it is a
direct consequence of the following lemma that they always are end-faithful.
Lemma 2.7 (Diestel and Leader [2]). Let T be a normal tree of a graph G. Then every ray
in G meets some ray of T inﬁnitely often.
The next theorem characterizes the graphs that admit normal trees. Since a ﬁnite set of
vertices is always a dispersed set (see below for the deﬁnition), it follows directly from that
theorem that normal trees always exist in countable graphs.
Theorem 2.8 (Jung [9]). A connected graph G has a normal spanning tree if and only if
V (G) is a countable union of dispersed sets, where a dispersed set is a set of vertices such
that every ray is separable from it by a ﬁnite number of vertices of G.
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The last two results imply the following corollary that we will need latter on.
Corollary 2.9. Any end  of a countable graph contains a ray that meets any other ray of
 inﬁnitely often.
An end-faithful spanning tree is often viewed as a representative of the ends of the original
graph. The next result is about spanning trees that represent no end at all.
Theorem 2.10 (Polat [14] and Širánˇ [16]). A connected countable graph has a rayless
spanning tree if and only if every ray in G is dominated.
The next three propositions show how domination and end-equivalence are linked.
Proposition 2.11 (Laviolette and Polat [12] or Hahn et al. [5] for a more direct proof).
Given an inﬁnite set of vertices X of a connected graph G, there exist a vertex x ∈ V (G)
and an inﬁnite family of xX-paths which pairwise intersect in x only, or a ray Q and an
inﬁnite family of vertex-disjoint QX-paths.
For our purposes, the following consequence of this proposition is more relevant.
Proposition 2.12. Let R be any ray of G. If a connected subgraph A of G\R contains
inﬁnitely many vertices of R, then there exists a vertex x ∈ V (A) that dominates R inA∪R,
or a rayQ ⊆ A that is end-equivalent to R in A ∪ R.
Proposition 2.13. Let R, R′ be two end-inequivalent rays of G, and x ∈ V (G). If x domi-
nates R in G then x will dominate a tail of R in both G− (R′ − x) and G\R′.
Proof. Since G − (R′ − x) is a subgraph of G\R′, we only have to show the result for
G− (R′ − x). Let F be an inﬁnite set of xR-paths of G which pairwise intersects in x only.
If x does not dominate R inG− (R′ − x), then R′ − x must meet all but a ﬁnite number of
paths of F . Since each such path of F contains an RR′-path disjoint from x, R and R′ are
therefore end-equivalent in G, a contradiction. 
Deﬁnition 2.14. A family (Hn)n∈ of connected subgraphs of G is said to be a stratifying
sequence if Bdry(Hn) is a non-empty ﬁnite set and Hn+1 ⊆ Hn − Bdry(Hn) for any n. If,
moreover, [Hn,Hn]G is ﬁnite for any n (i.e., if each Hn is a region), we then speak of an
-stratifying sequence.
Remark 2.15. Given a stratifying sequence (Hn)n∈, it follows from the second property




Remark 2.16. If a ray R meets inﬁnitely many members of a stratifying sequence then
each member of that sequence contains a tail of R.
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The next proposition shows that there is a strong link between stratifying sequences and
non-dominated ends.
Proposition 2.17.
(i) A ray of a graph G is not dominated (resp. not -dominated) in G if and only if it meets
every member of some stratifying (resp. -stratifying) sequence;
(ii) the set of all the rays thatmeet eachmember of a stratifying (resp. -stratifying) sequence
is a non-dominated (resp. non--dominated) end.
Proof. We shall give a proof for the dominated case; the -dominated case is very similar
and left to the reader.
(i) Necessity. Suppose R is not dominated in G and observe that for any ﬁnite set of
vertices S, there exists another ﬁnite set of vertices X ⊆ V (G) − S such that the unique
component of G − X that contains a tail of R does not meet S. Otherwise, by Menger’s
Theorem, there exists an inﬁnite family of SR-paths any two of which are either disjoint or
meet on their end-vertex in S only. Hence some s ∈ S must be an end-vertex of an inﬁnite
number of those SR-paths, contradicting the hypothesis that R is not dominated.
We will now construct two sequences (Xn)n∈ and (Hn)n∈, consisting of ﬁnite subsets
of V (G) and connected subgraphs of G, respectively. Let x be any vertex belonging to the
component of G that contains R, and X0 be a ﬁnite set of vertices of V (G) − x such that
the unique component of G − X0 that contains a tail of R does not contain x. Let H0 be
that component. Then let X1 be a ﬁnite set of vertices of V (G)− (X0 ∪ {x}) such that the
component of G − X1 that contains a tail of R does not meet X0 ∪ {x}. Let H1 be that
component. Repeat this construction mutatis mutandis to obtain the sequence (Hn)n∈.
Clearly the sequence is stratifying since each Hn has its boundary contained in the ﬁnite
set Xn.
Sufﬁciency. By Remark 2.16, each Hn contains a tail of R. Bdry(Hn) being ﬁnite, any
vertex that dominates R in G must belong to Hn, for all n, a contradiction to Remark 2.15.
(ii) Let (Hn)n∈ be a stratifying sequence of G and  the set of all rays that meet each
Hn. Since X := ⋃n∈ Bdry(Hn) is an inﬁnite set of vertices, it follows from Proposition
2.11 that there exist a vertex x ∈ V (G) and an inﬁnite family of xX-paths which pairwise
intersect in x only, or a rayQ and an inﬁnite family of vertex-disjointQX-paths. In this case
the ﬁrst possibility cannot occur because such an x has to belong to inﬁnitely many Hn’s,
and therefore to all of them, contradicting Remark 2.15. Since any such ray Qmust clearly
belong to , the latter is therefore non-empty, and it is then easy to see that  is an end.
Moreover,  is a non-dominated end since, by (i), no ray of  is dominated. 
Corollary 2.18. Let H be a connected subgraph of G all of whose rays are dominated (resp.
-dominated) in G. Then, for any stratifying (resp. -stratifying) sequence (Hn)n∈ of G,
there exists n0 ∈  such that V (H) ∩ V (Hn) = ∅ for any nn0.
Proof. TheHn’s being stratifying, clearly ifV (H)∩V (Hn) is empty for some n = n0, then
it is also empty for anynn0.Hence, bywayof contradiction suppose thatV (H)∩V (Hn) =
∅ for all n. Let T be a spanning tree of H and x ∈ V (T ) (= V (H)). By Remark 2.15, there
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is an index n1 such that x ∈ V (Hn) for any nn1, and let T1 be the union of all xy-
paths of T with y ∈ ⋃nn1 BdryG(Hn). Clearly T1 is inﬁnite but since T1 is a subtree
of T and the Hn’s are stratifying, T1 − Hn is ﬁnite for any nn1. Thus T1 is an inﬁnite
locally ﬁnite connected graph, and therefore contains an x-ray R (say). It follows from
the ﬁniteness of each T1 − Hn that R meets each Hn for any nn1 (and hence for any
n). Thus, by Proposition 2.17(i), R is not dominated (resp. -dominated) in G, contrary to
hypothesis. 
The next proposition says that an end that is -dominated but not dominated must be very
similar in structure to the unique end of the graph in Fig. 1.
Proposition 2.19. Let  be a set of rays of G and U an -class of G. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(i)  is a non-dominated end that is -dominated by some (or equivalently, each) vertex of
U;
(ii) There exists a stratifying sequence (Hn)n∈ such that U meets each Hn, and  is the
set of all rays that have a tail in each Hn;
(iii)  is a non-dominated end that contains an-tresse (Ri)i∈ such that
⋂
i∈ V (Ri) ⊆ U .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may suppose G to be connected, because otherwise
we may consider only the component of G that contains the -class U.
(i) ⇒ (ii). Let R ∈  and let (Hn)n∈ be a stratifying sequence given by Proposi-
tion 2.17(i). By Remark 2.16, R has a tail in eachHn, and clearly a ray is end-equivalent to
R in G if and only if it has the same property. Hence  is the set of all rays that have a tail
in each Hn. Now, by way of contradiction, suppose that V (Hn) ∩ U = ∅ for some n ∈ .
Let Rn be a tail of R contained in Hn and u be an element of U. Since u -dominates R,
there exist inﬁnitely many edge-disjoint uRn-paths. Since u ∈ U ⊆ V (G)− V (Hn), each
of these paths includes an element of Bdry(Hn). Since Bdry(Hn) is ﬁnite, it follows that u
is connected to some x ∈ Bdry(Hn) by inﬁnitely many edge-disjoint paths, and so x ∈ U ,
contradicting the assumption that V (Hn) ∩ U = ∅.
(ii)⇒ (iii). It follows fromProposition 2.17(ii) that  is a non-dominated end. Let u ∈ U .
By Remark 2.15, there is an index n0 such that u ∈ V (Hn) for all nn0. By truncating the
sequence (Hn)n∈, we may therefore suppose that u ∈ V (H0). 
Claim. There exists anX ⊆⋃n∈ Bdry(Hn), and a connected subgraph T of G such that
(1) X meets each Bdry(Hn) (and hence is inﬁnite);
(2) T contains u and X, and any x ∈ X is inﬁnitely edge-connected to u in T;
(3) given any two distinct vertices x, x′ of X, either x separates x′ from u in T or vice versa.
If we suppose the claim to be true then by (3),X is a set of cut-vertices of T, and moreover,
X is strung out along a ray in the block-cutpoint tree of T. Hence, by (2), T contains an
inﬁnite family of edge-disjoint u-rays Ri , i ∈ , each containing X. Clearly the Ri’s form
an-tresse, and by (1) eachRi belongs to . Moreover,
⋂
i∈ V (Ri) being contained in the
-class of T containing u, it follows that
⋂
i∈ V (Ri) ⊆ U (the -class of G containing
u), and we are done.
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Proof. Let R ∈ . Since U is an -class that meets each Hn, and since the Hn’s are
connected, u -dominates R in G.
Choose an enumeration {x1, x2, . . .} of ⋃n∈ Bdry(Hn). Starting with G0 = G, we
inductively deﬁne a decreasing sequence of subgraphs Gi of G such that
(a) xi+1 ∈ V (Gi), andGi+1 is deﬁned fromGi either by the deletion of at most one vertex
(viz. xi+1) or the deletion of a ﬁnite number of edges (hence eachGi contains a tail ofR);
(b) all tails of R contained in Gi are -dominated in Gi by u;
(c) if xi ∈ V (Gi) then it is a cut-vertex of Gi that separates u in Gi from some tail of R.
SupposeGi has already been deﬁned. In view of (c), wemake the following case distinction:
Case 1: xi+1 is a cut-vertex ofGi which separates u from some tail of R. In this case put
Gi+1 := Gi .
Case 2: Some component K ofGi −xi+1 contains both u and a tail of R. If u -dominates
some tail of R in K, take Gi+1 := Gi − xi+1. If u does not -dominate any tail of R
in K, then there exists a ﬁnite bond [A,A]K that separates u from some tail of R. Put
Gi+1 := Gi\[A,A]K .
It is easy to see that the Gi’s satisfy conditions (a)–(c), and that at most a ﬁnite number
of Hn’s are not subgraphs of Gi for any i.
Let T be the component of
⋂
i∈Gi that contains u and X := {xi : xi ∈ V (T )}, and
let us show they have the claimed properties. It is easy to see that xi+1 ∈ X if and only if
Gi+1 = Gi − xi+1. This implies that Condition (1) is satisﬁed for any n because otherwise
Gi+1 = Gi − xi+1 for every xi+1 ∈ BdryG(Hn), implying that there exists a ﬁnite number
j such that BdryG(Hn) ∩ V (Gj ) = ∅, contradicting (b) for i = j .
It follows from (b) and (c) that any vertex xi ∈ X is inﬁnitely edge-connected to u inGi ,
and hence, again because of (b), in eachGj with j i. Moreover it follows from (c) that xi
separates u from someHm. If im is the smallest index such that xj ∈ V (Hm) for any j im,
then every uxi-path of Gim is contained in T. Condition (2) is therefore satisﬁed.
Let xk, xl (k < l) be any two vertices of X. Since Gl ⊆ Gk and because of (b) and (c),
in the graphGl , either xk separates xl from u or xl separates xk from u. Thus Condition (3)
is satisﬁed because T ⊆ Gl and because it follows from Condition (2) that u, xk and xl all
belong to T.
(iii)⇒ (i). Clearly  is -dominated by each vertex of the inﬁnite subset⋂i∈ V (Ri) of
U. Hence  is -dominated by each vertex of U. 
Corollary 2.20. A non-dominated -dominated end has inﬁnite -multiplicity.
Corollary 2.21. An -dominated end that contains no -tresse has a ﬁnite and strictly
positive number of dominating vertices.
Proof. Remark 2.4 and Proposition 2.19. 
Among all the rays that are -dominated by a given vertex u, some seem “closer” to u
than others; a closer ray being “in the middle” between u and the ray farther away. Formally,
given two edge-disjoint rays Q andQ′ that are -dominated by u, we say that Q is closer to
u thanQ′ in G (denoted byQ ≺u Q′) ifQ′ is not -dominated by u in G\Q.
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It follows from the deﬁnition of -domination that Q ≺u Q′ if and only if given any
inﬁnite family F of edge-disjoint uQ′-paths having distinct end-vertices on Q′, at most
ﬁnitely many members of F are edge-disjoint from Q. Thus, it is easy to see that ≺u is a
transitive relation. Moreover, since the paths of F can be chosen to be edge-disjoint from
Q′, Q ≺u Q′ implies that Q′ ≺u Q. Hence u is a partial order. The following result
shows that, under very mild conditions, ≺u has a certain Noetherian property.
Proposition 2.22. Let u be a vertex that does not -dominate any -tresse in G. Then, for
any inﬁnite ascending chain Q0 ≺u Q1 ≺u Q2 ≺u . . . of edge-disjoint rays -dominated
by u, all but a ﬁnite number of theQi’s are end-equivalent.
The proof is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 2.23. A vertex u -dominates an -tresse in G if and only if there exists an inﬁnite
subset U of the -class of u such that for each ﬁnite set S ⊆ V (G), all but a ﬁnite number
of vertices of U belong to the same -class of G− S.
Proof. WithU :=⋂i∈ V (Ri) for some-tresse (Ri)i∈ -dominated by u, the necessity
is an immediate consequence of the deﬁnition of -domination. For the sufﬁciency, for each
ﬁnite set S ⊆ V (G), denote by US the only inﬁnite set which is of the form U ∩ X for
some -class X of G − S, and let us recursively construct a ray that is -dominated by u
in G as follows. Fix x0 ∈ U . Let W1 be an x0U{x0}-path of G which is internally disjoint
from U{x0}, and denote by x1 the end-vertex of W1 that belongs to U{x0}. It follows from
V (W1) ∩ U{x0} = {x1}, that U{x0} = UV (W1−x1). Hence x1 ∈ UV (W1−x1), implying that x1
and UV (W1) lie in the same component of G − (W1 − x1). Let W2 be an x1UV (W1)-path
of G − (W1 − x1) that is internally disjoint from UV (W1), and denote by x2 its end-vertex
contained in UV (W1). Since x2 ∈ UV (W1∪W2−x2), we can then choose an x2UV (W1∪W2)-path
W3 that is internally disjoint from UV (W1∪W2), etc.
Clearly, R := W1 ∪W2 ∪ · · · is a ray. Moreover, since Rmeets U (and hence the -class
of u) inﬁnitely often, R is -dominated by u in G.
Let  be the end of R in G, and D its set of dominating vertices. If D is inﬁnite then,
by Remark 2.4, we are done. Hence suppose D to be ﬁnite (possibly empty). Then by
Proposition 2.19(i)⇒ (iii) applied toG−D, we also are done because a tail of R contained
in G−D is non-dominated in G−D but -dominated by each vertex of UD , and because
any ray end-equivalent to a tail of R in G−D is end-equivalent to R in G. 
Proof of Proposition 2.22. We ﬁrst note that if Qj and Qk (j < k) belong to the same
end  of G, then so do all Ql’s with j lk. Assume the contrary and choose l such that
j < l < k and Ql ∈ . Since Ql ≺u Qj , there exists an inﬁnite family F1 of edge-
disjoint uQj -paths, edge-disjoint from Ql and pairwisely having different end-vertices on
Qj . Moreover, sinceQl ∈ , there also exists an inﬁnite familyF2 of vertex-disjointQjQk-
paths that are vertex-disjoint fromQl . SinceQl is edge-disjoint fromQj , one can therefore
construct an inﬁnite family of edge-disjoint uQk-paths contained in ⋃F1 ∪Qj ∪⋃F2.
This is a contradiction to Ql ≺u Qk because Ql is edge-disjoint from ⋃F1 ∪ Qj ∪⋃F2.
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Suppose that the conclusion of the proposition is false. By the preceding paragraph, no
end of G may contain an inﬁnite number of Qi’s. In other words, there exists an inﬁnite
subsequence of theQi’s that are pairwise end-inequivalent, and without loss of generality,
this subsequence may be taken as the whole sequence itself.
Now, let us show that if Qj and Qk (j < k) are both dominated by some vertex x then
k = j + 1. By way of contradiction, suppose k > j + 1. By Proposition 2.13, it follows
from the end-inequivalence of theQi’s that a tail ofQj and a tail ofQk are both dominated
by x inG\Qj+1. Since moreover u still -dominatesQj inG\Qj+1, we therefore have that
for any ﬁnite set S ⊆ E(G\Qj+1), the vertex u, a tail of Qj , the vertex x and a tail of Qk
lie all in the same component of (G\Qj+1)\S. Thus u still -dominates Qk in G\Qj+1,
contradicting the fact thatQj+1 ≺u Qk .
Hence there is an inﬁnite subsequence of the Qi’s no two of whose members share
a dominating vertex; without loss of generality, suppose that it is the whole
sequence.
Each Qi has a dominating vertex xi . This follows from the fact that Qi is -dominated
by u, and hence if Qi were non-dominated then by Proposition 2.19, the end of Qi would
contain an -tresse, contradicting the hypothesis. The set U := {xi : i ∈ } is inﬁnite and
contained in the-class of u. Hence by Lemma 2.23 there exists a ﬁnite set S ⊆ V (G) such
that for any i, {xj : j i} meets more than one -class of G− S. Suppose that among all
such sets, S has minimal cardinality. Since S = ∅, ﬁx s ∈ S and let i0 be the smallest index
such that {xj : j i0} is contained in a single -class of G − (S − {s}), and such that no
Qj (j i0) is dominated by s in G. Since each xj dominatesQj , s ∈ {xj : j i0}.
Let i1 and i2 be two indices with i0 < i1 < i2 such that xi1 , as a vertex of G − S,
is neither in the -class of xi0 nor in the one of xi2 (xi0 may be in the same -class
as xi2 ).
We claim that there exists an inﬁnite familyF of edge-disjoint xi0xi2 -paths ofG−(S−{s})
that are edge-disjoint from Qi1 . If xi0 and xi2 belong to the same -class of G − S, then
the claim follows from the fact that xi1 dominates a tail of Qi1 in G − S. In that case, the
paths of the desired family can even be chosen in G− S. If xi0 and xi2 belong to different
-classes of G − S, then again because of the dominating property of xi1 and because s
does not dominateQi1 inG, there exists inG− (S−{s}) an inﬁnite family of edge-disjoint
xi0s-paths, and an inﬁnite family of edge-disjoint sxi2 -paths, which both consist of paths
that are edge-disjoint fromQi1 . Clearly, in the union of all the paths in these two families,
one can construct the desired family F .
To ﬁnish the proof, we will now construct an inﬁnite family of edge-disjoint uQi2 -paths
which are edge-disjoint from Qi1 and have distinct end-vertices on Qi2 ; the existence of
such a family being in contradiction with Qi1 ≺u Qi2 . Let Fik (k = 0 or 2) be an inﬁnite
family of xikQik -paths, which pairwise intersect in xik only and are edge-disjoint fromQi1 .
Such families exist because xik dominatesQik in G, andQik andQi1 are end-inequivalent,
k = 0, 2. Finally, sinceQi0 ≺u Qi1 , one can construct an inﬁnite familyFu of edge-disjoint
uQi0 -paths, pairwise having distinct end-vertices onQi0 , and all being edge-disjoint from
Qi1 .
It is easy to see that inH :=⋃Fu∪⋃Fi0 ∪⋃F ∪⋃Fi2 , there exists an inﬁnite family
of edge-disjoint uQi2 -paths with distinct end-vertices on Qi2 , and we are done because
E(H) ∩ E(Qi1) = ∅. 
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2.3. Decompositions
A decomposition of a graph G is an equivalence relation on E(G) such that the subgraph
induced by the edges of any equivalence class is connected. The (edge-)induced subgraphs
obtained in this way are called the fragments of the decomposition. Thus, a decomposition
of a graph G may be considered as a family of edge-disjoint connected subgraphs of G
whose union is the graphGminus its isolated vertices. Given a decomposition  of a graph
G and a subgraph H, the -shadow of H is the subgraph of G which is the union of all
the fragments of  that edge-intersect H. An induced subgraph A of a graph G is said
to be locally cycle-decomposable (resp. locally circuit-decomposable) in G if G\A has a
decomposition into cycles and A-paths (resp. circuits, A-rays and A-paths) or, which is
equivalent, if G/A is cycle-decomposable (resp. decomposable into circuits and q
A
-rays).
The decompositions relevant to our purposes are cycle decompositions (i.e. decom-
positions whose fragments are cycles), circuit decompositions and decompositions into
edge-traceable graphs. Note that these three types of decompositions are closely related.
Indeed it is a consequence of two classical results (Theorems 2.24 and 2.25) that the
cycle-decomposable graphs are exactly the graphs having a decomposition into ﬁnite edge-
traceable graphs, and that the circuit-decomposable graphs are those that have a decompo-
sition into locally ﬁnite edge-traceable graphs.
In the ﬁnite case we haveVeblen’s Theorem that a ﬁnite graph has a cycle decomposition
if and only if it is eulerian. This immediately generalizes to the locally ﬁnite case:
Theorem 2.24. A locally ﬁnite graph has a circuit decomposition if and only if it is eulerian.
For arbitrary graphs we have:
Theorem 2.25 (Nash-Williams [13]). A graph has a decomposition into edge-traceable
graphs if and only if it is eulerian.
Recall that a transition system on a graphG is a family  = (x)x∈V (G) such that each x
is a partition into pairs of the set of edges incident with x (see [4, III.40]). From any transition
system , one can construct the equivalence relation onE(G)which is the transitive closure
of the relation given by all the pairs of all the x’s. Any class of that equivalence relation
induce then an edge-traceable graph, and the preceding theorem can therefore be stated in
the following stronger way:
Theorem 2.26 (Sabidussi [15]). Any transition system on an eulerian graph G induces a
decomposition of G into edge-traceable graphs.
Graphs admitting a cycle decomposition have been characterized by Nash-Williams.
This result—which we will refer to as Nash-Williams’s theorem—can be formulated as
follows:
Theorem 2.27 (Nash-Williams [13], Sabidussi [15]). For any graph G, the following are
equivalent:
(1) G has a cycle decomposition;
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(2) G has no odd cut;
(3) every ﬁnite subgraph of G is contained in a ﬁnite eulerian subgraph of G.
Since for any odd cut [A,A]G, A is always a disjoint union of regions, of which at least one
is odd, condition (2) can be replaced by
(2′) G has no odd region.
Proposition 2.28. If a graph G has a decomposition into circuits and rays such that each
ray in  is -dominated in G by its origin, and no odd cut of G separates two tails of a
double-ray belonging to , then G is also cycle-decomposable.
Proof. Suppose the contrary.Then byNash-Williams’sTheorem,G has an odd cut [A,A]G.
This implies that there exists a fragment C ∈  which contains an odd number of edges
of [A,A]G. However, it is easy to see that C cannot be a cycle, that if C is a double-ray,
then [A,A]G must separate two tails of C, and ﬁnally that if C is a ray, [A,A]G must
separate its origin from some of its tails. Hence in each of the three cases we contradict the
hypothesis. 
Deﬁnition 2.29. Given two sets  and ′, both composed of edge-disjoint circuits and
rays, we say that ′ has tails in  if each tail of each inﬁnite fragment of ′ has a tail
contained in some fragment of.
Lemma 2.30. Let u ∈ V (G) and  be a decomposition of G into circuits and u-rays. Then
every ﬁnite set′ of edge-disjoint circuits and u-rays of G that has tails in can be extended
to a decomposition ′ of G into circuits and u-rays such that  has tails in ′ and ′ has
tails in .
Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that the -shadow of
⋃
C∈′ C is G
itself. This implies, since ′ is ﬁnite and has tails in , that  is ﬁnite, and therefore
that G is locally ﬁnite. Let ′′ be a maximal set of edge-disjoint u-rays and double-rays
of G\⋃C∈′ C that has tails in . Put H := ⋃C∈′∪′′ C. It is easy to see that no tail
of any inﬁnite fragment of  is contained in G\H . Hence,  being ﬁnite and G locally
ﬁnite, G\H is therefore an eulerian graph having no inﬁnite component. Thus G\H has a
cycle decomposition and any such cycle decomposition together with ′ and ′′ form a
decomposition ′ of G that has the desired properties. 
Lemma 2.31. Let G be a connected graph, x ∈ V (G), and  be a decomposition of G into
cycles and exactly two x-rays. Then, for every v ∈ V (G), there exists a decomposition of G
into cycles and exactly two v-rays.
Proof. Let R and R′ be the two x-rays of , P be any xv-path of G, and C1, C2, . . ., Cn the
cycles of that edge-intersectP. PutH := R ∪R′∪C1∪C2∪. . .∪Cn. SinceH is an inﬁnite
locally ﬁnite connected eulerian graph, it contains a v-ray Q. Since H\Q is locally ﬁnite
and has exactly one vertex of odd degree (viz. v), it contains a v-rayQ′. SinceH\(Q∪Q′)
is eulerian and locally ﬁnite, by Theorem 2.24, it has a circuit decomposition ′.
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Now, observe that H is the edge-disjoint union of R1, R2 and the ﬁnite graph C1 ∪ C2 ∪
. . . ∪ Cn. This implies that {Q,Q′} has tails in {R,R′}, and therefore that H\(Q ∪Q′) is
ﬁnite. Thus, ′ is a cycle decomposition, and
′′ := {Q,Q′} ∪ ′ ∪ (\{C1, C2, . . . , Cn, R,R′})
is the desired decomposition of G. 
3. Rays in cycle-decomposable graphs
In this section we look for rays that can be removed from (or added to) a cycle-decompos-
able graph without affecting its cycle-decomposability.
Proposition 3.1. Let H be a cycle-decomposable graph,R a ray which is edge-disjoint from
H and -dominated by its origin in H ∪ R. Then H ∪ R is likewise cycle-decomposable.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 2.28, suppose the contrary and consider an odd cut
[A,A]H∪R . Since the cut [A ∩H,A ∩H ]H must be of even cardinality, E(R) must meet
[A,A]H∪R an odd number of times, implying that a tail of R is separated from its origin by
an odd cut of H ∪ R, contradicting the hypothesis. 
Hence in a decomposition into cycles and rays, the rays that are -dominated by their
origin can in some sense be “melted” into the cycle-decomposable part. Conversely, onemay
ask if the removal of such rays from a cycle-decomposable graph will leave the remainder
with a cycle decomposition. The answer in general is no; nevertheless there exist rather wide
sufﬁcient conditions, in particular Theorem 3.3, that allow one to ﬁnd such “removable”
rays. Note that such a ray must always be -dominated by its origin because otherwise the
cycle-decomposable graph would have an even cut that separates the origin of the ray from
some of its tails. On the other hand, as is shown by the next proposition, we may be able to
“remove” such rays in pairs.
Proposition 3.2. Let G be a cycle-decomposable connected graph, u ∈ V (G), and  be a
non--dominated end of G. Then there exist two edge-disjoint u-rays S1 and S2 of  such
that G\(S1 ∪ S2) is still cycle-decomposable.
Proof. Let R ∈  be a u-ray and H be the -shadow of R, where  is some cycle decom-
position of G. Then H must be locally ﬁnite and every ray of H is end-equivalent to R in
H. Hence there is no ﬁnite set of edges of H whose deletion from H leaves more than one
inﬁnite component, which implies by Theorem 2.1 thatH is a 2-way inﬁnite trail, and hence
is decomposable into two edge-disjoint 1-way inﬁnite trails P1 and P2, both starting at u.
Being locally ﬁnite, each of the trails Pi is decomposable into cycles and exactly one u-ray
(say Si). Hence H\(S1 ∪ S2) is cycle-decomposable, and therefore so isG\(S1 ∪ S2). 
The next theorem shows that in most -dominated ends, there exist rays that can be
removed, without affecting the cycle-decomposability of the graph.


















Theorem 3.3. Let G be a cycle-decomposable graph, u ∈ V (G), n ∈  and  be an end
of -multiplicity > n that is -dominated by u in G. Then G admits a decomposition into
cycles and exactly n u-rays belonging to .
The proof is based on the two following lemmas.
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a cycle-decomposable graph, u ∈ V (G), and {R,R′} be a 2-tresse
that consists of two u-rays R and R′, both -dominated by u. Let K := R ∪R′, then there
exists a u-ray S ⊆ K such that G\S is still cycle-decomposable.
Moreover, given any countable family (Ri)i∈I of edge-disjoint rays of G\K , that are
end-equivalent to R (and hence to R′) in G, S can be so chosen that there exists a u-ray
S′ ⊆ K\S which is both -dominated by u and end-equivalent to the Ri’s in G\S.
Proof. Let  be the end of G that contains R, R′ and the Ri’s. Note that we may suppose
thatG is countable, because otherwise we could take any countable subgraph ofG in which
R,R′ and the Ri’s are still end-equivalent and -dominated by u, and let H be the shadow
of this subgraph with respect to some cycle decomposition of G. It is easy to see that if the
result holds forH, it will also hold forG, becauseH andG\H are both cycle-decomposable,
and end-equivalence and -domination in H imply the same properties in G.
We may furthermore assume that any ray of  edge-intersects K or some Ri , because
otherwise we could add additional rays to the family Ri , i ∈ I , to obtain a maximal one.
Since G is assumed to be countable, the extended family will also be countable.
Now let U = {uj }j∈J be the set of all vertices that -dominate  in G. Note that J is
countable and suppose for convenience that the index sets J and I are disjoint.
For each i ∈ I , let (Qni )n∈ be an inﬁnite family of vertex-disjoint RiK-paths, and for
each j ∈ J , let (Qnj )n∈ be a family of edge-disjoint ujK-paths whose endpoints in K are
all distinct (see Fig. 2). Since both R and R′ are end-equivalent to each Ri and -dominated
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by each uj in G, such (Qni )’s exist for any i ∈ I ∪ J , and without loss of generality may be
assumed to be edge-disjoint from K (= R ∪R′).
Let X = {xm}m∈ be an inﬁnite set of vertices of V (R) ∩ V (R′) such that x0 = u and,
for any m ∈ , xm is closer to u than xm+1 on both R and R′. Such a family is easily
constructed by taking as x1 any vertex of V (R) ∩ V (R′) − {u}, and as x2, any vertex of
V (R) ∩ V (R′) which is beyond x1 on both R and R′, etc.
Choose any function  : → I ∪˙ J for which each element of the range is the image of
inﬁnitely many elements of the domain.We will now recursively deﬁne two nested families
(Wi)i∈ and (W ′i )i∈ of uX-trails contained inR ∪R′ having the following properties: there
exists an increasing sequencem0 < m1 < m2 < · · · of non-negative integers such that, for
each i ∈ , E(Wi+1) − E(Wi) and E(W ′i+1) − E(W ′i ) are (not necessarily respectively)
the sets of edges of the xmi xmi+1 -segments of R and R′.
Set W0 = W ′0 = 〈u〉, where 〈u〉 is the path whose only vertex is u, and suppose Wk and
W ′k have already been deﬁned. Let xmk be the vertex = u which is an endpoint of both
Wk and W ′k . Let nk be the smallest n for which the endpoint of Q
n
(k) on R ∪R′ does not
belong to Wk or W ′k . Denote this endpoint by yk and let mk+1 be the smallest subscript m
for which yk belongs to the xmkxm-segment of R or of R′, as the case may be. Denote by
Pk the xmkxmk+1 -segment of R and by P ′k the corresponding segment of R′.
If yk belongs to Pk , then deﬁneWk+1 := Wk∪P ′k and W ′k+1 := W ′k∪Pk , and otherwise
deﬁne Wk+1 := Wk ∪ Pk and W ′k+1 := W ′k ∪ P ′k . Finally put W :=
⋃
k∈Wk and
W ′ :=⋃k∈W ′k .
It is easy to see that both W and W ′ are edge-disjoint 1-way inﬁnite trails starting
at u and that W ∪ W ′ = R ∪R′. Hence W and W ′ are locally ﬁnite. Denote by 〈u =
x0, e0, x1, e1, . . . 〉 the 1-way inﬁnite trailW, and let S := 〈u = xi0 , ei0 , xi1 , ei1 , . . . 〉 be
the u-ray deﬁned such that, i0 is the largest index i for which xi = u and such that ij+1 is the
largest index i for which xi = xij+1 (such indices exists becauseW is locally ﬁnite). Hence,
for each j ∈ , the sub-trail 〈xij+1, eij+1, xij+2, eij+2, . . . , xij+1〉 induce an eulerian
ﬁnite subgraph ofW edge-disjoint from S. In fact, W\S is exactly the edge-disjoint union
of all such induced subgraphs. Since, by Theorem 2.24, each of these ﬁnite subgraphs is
circuit-decomposable,W\S is also cycle-decomposable. Similarily, one can deﬁne an u-ray
S′ ⊆ W ′ such that W ′\S′ is cycle-decomposable. Now, let us prove that S and S′ have the
desired properties. To do so we will show that:
(1) S′ and Ri are end-equivalent in G\W for any i ∈ I ;
(2) uj -dominates S′ in G\W for any uj ∈ U ;
(3) G\W is cycle-decomposable.
Clearly, the result follows from Properties (1)–(3) because W\S is cycle-decomposable,
G\W ⊆ G\S, and u ∈ U .
By the construction ofW ′, for any i ∈ I , there exist inﬁnitely manyQni ’s for which one
endpoint belongs toW ′. This together with the fact thatW ′ is a locally ﬁnite 1-way inﬁnite
trail implies that S′ is end-equivalent to Ri in G\W . We leave the details to the reader. For
similar reasons, one can also conclude that any uj , j ∈ J , -dominates S′ in G\W .
For the third statement, suppose the contrary. By Nash-Williams’s Theorem, there is an
odd cut [A,A]G\W with u ∈ V (A); and clearly we can suppose A to be connected. Since
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u ∈ U , we infer from (2) that A contains a tail of S′, and therefore by (1) and (2), A contains
U as well as a tail of each Ri . Moreover, it is easy to see that since G contains no odd cuts,
Z := V (W) ∩ V (A) is inﬁnite. Applying Proposition 2.11 with X := Z and G := A, we
obtain either a vertex x ∈ V (A) and an inﬁnite family of xZ-paths of A which pairwise
intersect in x only, or a ray S0 ⊆ A and inﬁnitely many disjoint S0Z-paths. In the ﬁrst
case, since W is a locally ﬁnite 1-way inﬁnite trail that contains S, and since x cannot be
separated from any inﬁnite 1-way inﬁnite sub-trail ofW by the removal of a ﬁnite number
of vertices ofW ∪A, we have that x cannot be separated from a tail of S by such a removal.
Thus x must dominate S in W ∪ A and hence in G, contradicting the fact that A contains
U, which contains all vertices that dominate S. In the second case, again because W is a
locally ﬁnite 1-way inﬁnite trail that contains S, similarly as for the ﬁrst case, we have that
the removal of a ﬁnite number of vertices of W ∪ A cannot separate a tail of S0 from a
tail of S. Thus, S0 is end-equivalent to S in A ∪ S (and therefore in G), whence S0 ∈ .
Since A contains a tail of S′ and of each Ri and since [A,A]G\W is ﬁnite, it follows that
V (A) ∩ V (S′ ∪⋃i∈I Ri) is ﬁnite. Moreover, since S′ is contained in the one-way inﬁnite
trail W ′, V (A) ∩ V (W ′ ∪⋃i∈I Ri) is also ﬁnite. Since S0 ∈  is contained in A, some
tail of it is edge-disjoint from all Ri’s, from W ′ and since S0 ⊆ A = (G\W) − A, also
edge-disjoint fromW. Again this is a contradiction because it has been assumed that every
ray of  edge-intersects K (= R ∪R′ = W ∪W ′) or some Ri . 
Lemma 3.5. Let  be any end of G. If a cycle-decomposable locally ﬁnite subgraph H of
G contains at least one ray of , then H contains a 2-tresse composed of rays of .
Proof. Let R0 be any ray of  contained in H, and J be the shadow of R0 with respect to
some cycle decomposition of H. This implies that no ﬁnite subset of E(J ) separates any
ray of J from R0 and so, since J is locally ﬁnite, no ﬁnite subset of V (J ) separates any ray
of J from R0. Hence all rays of J are end-equivalent in J. By Corollary 2.9, J contains a ray
R that meets every other ray of J inﬁnitely often. Since J\R is locally ﬁnite and has exactly
one vertex of odd degree, it must contain a ray which together with R forms the desired pair
of rays. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.
Claim 1. Without loss of generality we may suppose that G is countable, and that every
vertex of inﬁnite degree -dominates .
Let H1 be the union of some n + 1 edge-disjoint rays S1, . . . , Sn+1 of , extend H1 to
a new subgraph H2 by adding sufﬁciently many pairwise vertex-disjoint H1-paths so that
the Si’s all are end-equivalent in H2. It is easy to see that such paths exist because the Si’s
are end-equivalent in G. Note that H2 is connected, is locally ﬁnite and has exactly one
end. Then extendH2 toH3 by adding countably many uH2-paths which are pairwise edge-
disjoint and edge-disjoint from H2 such that the Si’s are -dominated by u in H3. Finally,
let H4 be the shadow of H3 with respect to some cycle decomposition of G. Clearly H4 is
cycle-decomposable. Moreover, by construction, no vertex of inﬁnite degree in H4 may be
separated from u by a ﬁnite cutset of H4. Since u -dominates the Si’s in H4, this implies
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that any vertex of inﬁnite degree of H4 also -dominates the Si’s in H4. Then it is easy to
see thatH4 is countable, satisﬁes the conditions of the theorem (for the end 4 that contains
the Si’s) and that if the conclusion of the theorem holds for H4 with respect to 4, it will
hold for G with respect to . So without loss of generality we may suppose that G = H4.
From now on, suppose by way of contradiction, that G admits no decomposition into
cycles and exactly n u-rays belonging to . Suppose that n is the smallest integer for which
there exists a graph that satisﬁes the conditions of the theorem but not its conclusions. Since
such a graph is cycle-decomposable, n > 0.
Claim 2. Given any n + 1 pairwise edge-disjoint rays of , no two of these rays form a
2-tresse.
By way of contradiction, suppose there exist edge-disjoint rays R1, R2, . . . , Rn+1 of 
such that R1 and R2 meet each other inﬁnitely often. Since the Ri’s are -dominated by u
in G, we may suppose without loss of generality that they originate at u. Put
R := R1, R′ := R2 and I := {3, 4, . . . , n+ 1},
and let S and S′ be the two u-rays that are given in Lemma 3.4. Thus the end ′ of G\S
which contains the ray S′ is -dominated by u in G\S and has a -multiplicity > n − 1.
Also by Lemma 3.4, G\S is cycle-decomposable; therefore, by the minimality of n, G\S
has a decomposition into cycles and exactly n− 1 u-rays belonging to ′, implying that G
has the required decomposition.
Denote by D the set of vertices that dominate  in G. Then D is ﬁnite by Claim 2 and
Remark 2.4.
Claim 3. Let G′ be any (multi-)graph satisfying the conditions of the theorem and the
conclusions of Claim 1 and 2. If {Ri}i∈I is a ﬁnite set of at least n edge-disjoint u-rays of
, then every odd region of G\(⋃i∈I Ri) meets D.
By way of contradiction, suppose that A is an odd region of
G1 := G\(⋃i∈I Ri),
which is disjoint from D. Then there are two cases to consider.
Case 1: There exists a vertex v ∈ V (A) which is of inﬁnite degree in A. Since v is also
of inﬁnite degree in G, v -dominates  in G (Claim 1). This implies that there exists j ∈ I
such that v -dominates Rj in Rj ∪A. However, since V (A)∩D = ∅, Rj is not dominated
inRj ∪A. Thus, by Proposition 2.19 (i)⇒ (iii), it is easy to see thatRj ∪A contains at least
two edge-disjoint rays S1, S2 that meet each other inﬁnitely often, and are end-equivalent
to Rj in Rj ∪A (and hence in G). Hence, S1, S2 together with the Ri’s for i = j contradict
Claim 2.
Case 2: A is locally ﬁnite. Let A+ be the subgraph obtained from A by adding the edges
in [A,A]G1 , and let  = (x)x∈V (G) be the transition system obtained from some cycle
decomposition of G. Note that A+ also is locally ﬁnite. For each x ∈ V (A), let ′x be the
set of all pairs {e, e′} ∈ x such that e, e′ ∈ E(A+). Since u is of inﬁnite degree in G (and
hence in G1), u ∈ V (A). Thus, given any x ∈ V (A), the degree of x in ⋃i∈I Ri is even
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(possibly zero). Moreover, the edges ofG1 incident with x which do not belong to any pair
of ′x are precisely those which are coupled in x with an edge of some Ri . Since x is
a pairing of all the edges of G incident with x, it follows that the number of such edges
which belong to G1 (i.e. to A+) but do not belong to any pair of ′x is even. Thus, ′x can
be extended to a (full) pairing ′′x of the set of edges of A+ incident with x. Hence, the
pairings ′′x , x ∈ V (A), induce a decomposition′′ ofA+ into edge-traceable graphs, ﬁnite
non-eulerian trails and 1-way inﬁnite trails. Note that the last two categories of fragments
of ′′ must have their initial and (in the case of ﬁnite non-eulerian trails) terminal edges
in [A,A]G1 . Since [A,A]G1 is of odd cardinality, it follows that′′ must contain a 1-way
inﬁnite trail K. The transition system  being induced by a cycle decomposition, it is easy
to see that K must meet
⋃
i∈I Ri (and hence some Ri0 ) inﬁnitely often.
Let x0 be any vertex of V (K) ∩ V (Ri0) and H the union of the tail of Ri0 that begins at
x0 and a 1-way inﬁnite subtrail of K that also starts at x0. Being a subgraph of A+ ∪ Ri0 ,
H is locally ﬁnite. By construction, it is one-ended, and hence cannot have any odd cuts.
This implies by Nash-Williams’s Theorem that H is cycle-decomposable. By Lemma 3.5,
H must contain two rays S1 and S2 which meet inﬁnitely often and are end-equivalent to
Ri0 in G. Thus S1, S2 and {Ri}i∈I−{i0} again contradict Claim 2. This proves Claim 3.
By Nash-Williams’s Theorem it is easy to see that a graph which is not cycle-decompos-
able must contain two vertex-disjoint odd regions. Hence, if R1, . . . , Rn are edge-disjoint
u-rays of , then by Claim 3 there exist two vertices in D which are not inﬁnitely edge-
connected inG\⋃ni=1 Ri . Thus to ﬁnish the proof, it sufﬁces to construct n pairwise edge-
disjoint u-rays S1, . . . , Sn of  such that the vertices in D are still pairwise inﬁnitely edge-
connected in G\(⋃ni=1 Si).





We will now show that there exists a decomposition  of G\L into cycles and a ﬁnite
number of D-paths. It clearly sufﬁces to ﬁnd a decomposition of G\L into cycles and an
arbitrary number (possibly inﬁnite) of D-paths. Denote by G′ the multigraph obtained by
adding toG a new vertexw and, for each x ∈ D, a countably inﬁnite set of xw-edges. Since
D is ﬁnite, the vertices that dominate the Ri’s in G′ are exactly the vertices of D (w does
not dominate them). Also, in G′\L all the vertices of D are still inﬁnitely edge-connected.
Moreover, G′\L does not have any odd cut because otherwise G will contradict Claim 3.
Hence by Nash-Williams’s Theorem,G′\L has a cycle decomposition and by removing the
edges incident with w, we obtain the desired decomposition of G\L.
Now, choose a family (Qk)k∈ of vertex-disjoint L-paths, and for each v ∈ D, a family
(P vm)m∈ of vL-paths pairwise intersecting in v only such that
(a) the Ri’s are end-equivalent in L ∪ (⋃k∈Qk);
(b) each Pvm is edge-disjoint from L ∪ (
⋃
k∈Qk);
(c) eachQk is internally vertex-disjoint from L;
(d) the -shadows of the Qk’s are pairwise edge-disjoint and edge-disjoint from all the
D-paths of .





Fig. 3. Edges of R: bold; edges belonging to some Ev : whiskered.
We leave it to the reader to show that since both D and the fragments of  are ﬁnite, one
can recursively construct such families.
Denote by Ev the set of all edges of L that have a vertex in common with some Pvm,
m ∈ . Note that Ev is inﬁnite for any v ∈ D.
Finally let R be any u-ray in L ∪ (⋃k∈Qk) such that:
(1) R contains inﬁnitely many edges of Ev for every v ∈ D,
(2) If we orient the edges of each Ri in the natural way (i.e. away from u), then this will be
consistent with the natural orientation of the edges of R.
(see Fig. 3 for a simple example).
We leave it to the reader to show that such a ray exists and that it follows from Property (2)
that the symmetric difference of R and L contains n edge-disjoint u-rays S1, . . . , Sn.
To ﬁnish the proof, let us show that any two vertices a, b ofD are inﬁnitely edge-connected
inG\⋃ni=1 Si . Observe that since both Ea ∩E(R) and Eb ∩E(R) are inﬁnite, and since L
is locally ﬁnite, a and bmust be inﬁnitely edge-connected in (G\L)∪R. DeﬁneR′ to be the
1-way inﬁnite trail obtained from R by replacing each Qk ⊆ R by the corresponding trail
that is induced by the edges of the -shadow of Qk which do not belong to Qk . Such an
R′ exists because theQk’s are assumed to be pairwise vertex-disjoint and their -shadows
pairwise edge-disjoint and edge-disjoint from the D-paths of .
Since both R and R′ coincide on L and since Ea and Eb are contained in E(L), a and b









Moreover R′ is edge-disjoint from⋃k∈Qk since by the choice of R, eachQk is either
contained in R or edge-disjoint from it. Thus G1 ⊆ G\⋃ni=1 Si and we are done because
a and b are then inﬁnitely edge-connected in G\⋃ni=1 Si . 
Observe that, given a cycle-decomposable graphG and an end of -multiplicity n+1 that
is -dominated by a vertex u, the maximal integer m for which there exists a decomposition
of G into cycles and exactly m u-rays belonging to  is at most n + 1; from this point of
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view Theorem 3.3 says that m = n or n + 1. Our next proposition shows that m = n + 1
when  has exactly one dominating vertex.
Proposition 3.6. Let G be a cycle-decomposable graph, n ∈ , and  be an end of -
multiplicity n that has a unique dominating vertex u. Then for any vertex v that -
dominates , G also admits a decomposition into cycles and exactly n v-rays belonging
to .
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, we may assume that  has -multiplicity exactly n. If u = v, note
that since u and v are inﬁnitely edge connected and -dominate , it is easy to see that
we only have to show the result for the case where v = u. Let R1, . . . , Rn be n pairwise
edge-disjoint u-rays of , and H the -shadow of R1 ∪ . . . ∪ Rn, where  is some cycle
decomposition of G.
We claim that L := H\(R1 ∪ . . . ∪ Rn) is cycle-decomposable. Note that this claim
implies the result because any cycle decomposition of L together with the Ri’s and the
cycles of  that are edge-disjoint from L form a decomposition of G that has the desired
property. Thus, to ﬁnish the proof, suppose by way of contradiction that L is not cycle-
decomposable. By Nash-Williams’ theorem, there exists an odd region A of L that does
not contain u. Since H is cycle-decomposable, [A,H − A]H cannot be of odd cardinality
and hence must be inﬁnite. This implies that R1 ∪ . . . ∪ Rn (and hence some Ri) meets A
inﬁnitely often. Then by Proposition 2.12, A must contain a ray Q that is end equivalent to
Ri in G. Hence Q,R1, . . . , Rn are n + 1 pairwise edge-disjoint rays of , implying that 
has -multiplicity > n, a contradiction. 
From another point of view, Theorem 3.3 also says that for each km, G admits a
decomposition into cycles and exactly k u-rays belonging to . The next proposition has a
somewhat similar character.
Proposition 3.7. Let u ∈ V (G) and  be a decomposition of G into circuits and u-rays
such that every ray contained in an inﬁnite fragment of  is -dominated by u in G. Let r, s
be respectively the number of rays and double-rays in. Then, for any non-negative integer
nr + 2s, there exists a decomposition of G into cycles and exactly n u-rays, each ray of
which is -dominated by u in G.
Proof. By way of contradiction suppose that n0 is the smallest value of n for which there
exists a counterexample and that G is such a counterexample.
By Proposition 2.28, G is cycle-decomposable, and therefore n0 > 0.
Split each double-ray of  into two rays having the same origin, and let  be the set of
all these rays together with all the rays of . Recall that ||n0. By Theorem 3.3, no end
which is -dominated by u in G contains more than n0 edge-disjoint rays. Hence u does
not -dominate any -tresse, and it therefore follows from Proposition 2.22 that the partial
order (,u) has amaximal element, sayR. Thus, every ray of−{R} is still -dominated
by u in G\R. Let R′ be any u-ray that shares a tail with R, put ′ := {R′}, and let ′ be a
decomposition given by Lemma 2.30. Since the number of rays plus twice the number of
double-rays is the same in  and ′, it follows that ′ − {R′} is a decomposition of G\R′
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into circuits and u-rays that satisﬁes the condition of the proposition for n = n0− 1. Hence
G\R′ has a decomposition ′ into cycles and exactly n0 − 1 u-rays -dominated by u in
G\R′. Since R′ is -dominated by u in G, the decomposition ′′ := ′ ∪ {R′} of G gives
rise to a contradiction. 
Proposition 3.7 together with Theorem 3.3 and the next result, although they deal with
cycle-decomposable graphs only,will be key results in our study of the circuit-decomposabi-
lity of arbitrary graphs.
Lemma 3.8. Let G be a cycle-decomposable connected graph and v ∈ V (G). If G has a
circuit decomposition that contains at least one double-ray, then G has a decomposition
into cycles and exactly two v-rays.
Proof. First note that, G being connected, by Lemma 2.31 it is enough to show that there
exists some vertex x ∈ V (G) for which G admits a decomposition into cycles and exactly
two x-rays. Let 0 be any cycle decomposition and 1 any circuit decomposition having at
least one double ray. There are two cases to consider.
Case 1: There is a region B of G that contains a tail of some fragment of 1, and there
exists a vertex x ∈ V (G) that -dominates all tails contained in B of inﬁnite fragments of
1. (Note that x ∈ V (B).) By Nash-Williams’s Theorem [B,B]G is an even cut. Thus the
quotient graph G/B has a decomposition into circuits (essentially induced by 1) which
satisﬁes the conditions of Proposition 3.7 for n = 2, i.e., G/B has a decomposition 
into cycles and exactly two x-rays, each x-ray of being -dominated by x in G/B. Since
the number of edges of G/B incident with q
B
is
∣∣[B,B]G∣∣ (which is ﬁnite), and since x
-dominates the two rays of , B contains two edge-disjoint x-rays that have tails in .
Therefore by Lemma 2.30,  may be so chosen that its two x-rays do not contain q
B
.
Deﬁne  as the set of all fragments of that do not contain q
B
together with all fragments
of 0 that are contained in B. Observe that every fragment of  (even those that belong to
) may be considered as a subgraph of G, and that G\(⋃C∈ C) is cycle-decomposable
because it is eulerian and contains only a ﬁnite number of edges. Thus  can be extended
to a decomposition of all of G into cycles and exactly two x-rays.
Case 2: G contains no region having the properties of Case 1. Denote by B the set of
all regions of G that contain a tail of some inﬁnite fragment of 1. For each B0 ∈ B and
y ∈ BdryG(B0) some fragment of 1 contains a ray R0 ⊆ B0 which is not -dominated by
y. Hence there exists a region B ′ ∈ B such that B ′ ⊆ B0 − y.
SinceBdryG(B0) is ﬁnite, this implies that there exists a regionB1 ∈ Bwhich is contained
in B0 and is disjoint from BdryG(B0). Repeating this argument, we obtain an -stratifying
sequence (Bn)n∈ of G. Thus, by Proposition 2.17, G has a non--dominated end, and
therefore by Proposition 3.2, the required decomposition of G exists. 
4. Having enough rays, a necessary condition
By Nash-Williams’s Theorem, a graph without odd cuts has a cycle decomposition and
hence a circuit decomposition.Moreover, for any odd cut [A,A]G of a circuit-decomposable
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Fig. 4.
graph G, there must exist a transverse double-ray, i.e., a double-ray having a tail in A and
another one in A. This is because given any circuit decomposition  of G, the cycles
belonging to  must meet [A,A]G an even number of times, and the same holds for the
non-transverse double-rays in . This observation leads us to the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 4.1. We say that a graph G has enough rays if for each odd cut [A,A]G of G,
both A and A contain a ray.
It will be convenient to relativize this deﬁnition to various speciﬁc classes of rays (e.g.,
non-dominated rays, removable rays) in the obvious way.
In view of the symmetry of this deﬁnition and since for any odd cut [A,A]G, A has only
ﬁnitely many components that meet BdryG(A), each being a region of G, not all of them
even, the deﬁnition can be equivalently stated as: a graph G has enough rays if each odd
region contains a ray.
In this language the remark at the beginning of this section becomes the following nec-
essary condition:
Proposition 4.2. A circuit-decomposable graph has enough rays.
Observe that this necessary condition implies that the graph is eulerian, because for any
vertex of odd degree x of G, [x,G− x]G is an odd cut and clearly x does not contain rays.
Unfortunately the condition stated in Proposition 4.2 is not sufﬁcient: see Fig. 4.
The example of Fig. 4 contains two vertices of inﬁnite degree; this is the minimal number
where the condition is not sufﬁcient since, as will show Proposition 9.12, for graphs with
at most one vertex of inﬁnite degree the condition is both necessary and sufﬁcient. This,
incidentally, shows that the condition of having enough rays is strictly stronger than being
eulerian.
5. Dominated subgraphs
Before going further, we need to generalize the domination property which so far is
deﬁned for rays only, to arbitrary subgraphs.
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Deﬁnition 5.1. Let H be a subgraph of G and x ∈ V (G). H is said to be dominated by x in
G if there exists an inﬁnite set of xH-paths pairwise intersecting in x only.
By Menger’s Theorem, this deﬁnition has the following equivalent form:
Lemma 5.2. A vertex x dominates a subgraph H in G if and only if for every ﬁnite set of
vertices S of V (G)\{x} inﬁnitely many vertices of H lie in the component of G − S which
contains x.
Proof. Left to the reader. 
As we will show later, from the point of view of circuit-decomposability, one of the most
interesting classes of subgraphs are the non-dominated eulerian subgraphs ofG, because the
removal of such a subgraph fromGdoes not affect the decomposability or indecomposability
of G into circuits (Proposition 8.1).
The next proposition provides a useful tool for proving whether or not a subgraph is
dominated.
Lemma 5.3. LetH be subgraph of a graphG.Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) H is dominated in G;
(ii) G contains a rayless tree T such that V (T ∩H) is inﬁnite;
(iii) G contains a tree T and a vertex x ∈ V (T ) such that inﬁnitely many different compo-
nents of T − x meet H.
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii). Immediate from the fact that the union of an inﬁnite family of xH-paths,
pairwise intersecting in x only, is a rayless tree.
(ii) ⇒ (iii). Let F be any rayless tree meeting H inﬁnitely often. For each pair y, z ∈
V (H) ∩ V (F), let Pyz be the unique yz-path in F, and let T ⊆ F be the union of all Pyz’s.
Note that T is still an inﬁnite rayless tree because it is clearly connected, included in F and
contains all vertices of V (H) ∩ V (F). Therefore some vertex x has inﬁnite degree in T.
Since T is a union of paths having their endpoints in H, every component of T − x must
contain a vertex of H, and since x is of inﬁnite degree in T, there must be inﬁnitely many
such components.
(iii) ⇒ (i). It is easy to see that by taking one xH-path in each of the components of
T −x that meetH one obtains an inﬁnite family of xH-paths pairwise intersecting in x only;
i.e. H is dominated by x in G. 
Observe that every subgraph H of a graph G containing a vertex x of inﬁnite degree in H
is dominated by x in G. On the other hand, a connected locally ﬁnite subgraph is or is not
dominated depending on whether or not it contains dominated rays.
Lemma 5.4. Let H be a subgraph of G that has a ﬁnite number of components. Then H is
non-dominated in G if and only if H is locally ﬁnite and does not contain any dominated
ray of G.
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Proof. Without loss of generality wemay suppose that bothH andG are connected because
otherwise we can prove the result for each component of H viewed as a subgraph of the
component of G that contains it. Since H has only ﬁnitely many components, this will
implies the result for the whole subgraph H.
The necessity is a straightforward consequence of the deﬁnition. For the sufﬁciency,
suppose that H is dominated in G and locally ﬁnite; let us show that H must contain a
dominated ray. By Lemma 5.3, let T be a rayless tree of G meeting H inﬁnitely often, and
let J be a spanning tree of H. Fix x0 ∈ V (H) and for each x ∈ V (T ) ∩ V (H) let Px be
the x0x-path in J. Then the union of these paths is inﬁnite, connected and locally ﬁnite,
and therefore must contain a ray R. R must meet inﬁnitely many Px’s, and hence there
exist inﬁnitely many disjoint TR-paths in J. Clearly these paths can be chosen so that each
includes just one vertex of T. Then the union of these paths and T is a rayless tree meeting
R inﬁnitely often, which by Lemma 5.3 gives the result. 
The following result relates the domination property of a subgraph to its cardinality.
Corollary 5.5. Let G be a graph. Then
(i) Every ﬁnite subgraph of G is non-dominated in G.
(ii) Every non-dominated (not necessarily connected) subgraph of a connected graph G is
countable and locally ﬁnite.
Proof. (i) is immediate from the deﬁnition of dominance. For (ii), let H be any non-
dominated subgraph of G and T any spanning tree of G. Let T ′ ⊆ T be the union of
all paths of T having both endpoints in H. Clearly T ′ is a tree and since for any x ∈ V (T ′),
each component of T ′ − x intersects H, Lemma 5.3 implies that T ′, and hence T ′ ∪ H ,
is locally ﬁnite. Since T ′ ∪ H is connected, it follows that it is also countable. Thus H is
likewise locally ﬁnite and countable. 
6. Having enough non-dominated rays, a sufﬁcient condition
The aim of this section is to show that “having enough non-dominated rays” is a suf-
ﬁcient condition for a graph to have a circuit decomposition or more precisely that this
property characterizes the graphs that have a decomposition into non-dominated circuits
(Theorem 6.9). To do so we ﬁrst have to restrict ourselves to the countable case; afterwards,
we generalize to arbitrary cardinality using Theorem 6.8, which was proved in [11].
The following deﬁnition provides a generalization of the notion of “having enough rays”.
Deﬁnition 6.1. A setR of ends of G is said to be well-spread in G if each odd region of G
contains a ray belonging toR.
By extension we say thatR is well-spread in a subgraph H of G if each odd region of H
contains a ray belonging toR.
As already mentioned after Deﬁnition 4.1, a graph G has enough rays (resp. enough
non-dominated rays) if and only if the set of all ends (resp. non-dominated ends) of G is
well-spread.
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The next lemma shows that the property of having enough non-dominated rays is resistant
to the removal of non-dominated eulerian subgraphs.
Lemma 6.2. LetR be a well-spread set of non-dominated ends of G, and H a locally ﬁnite
eulerian subgraph of G that has at most ﬁnitely many connected components. If all rays
contained in H belong toR, thenR is also well-spread in G\H .
Proof. First note that by Lemma 5.4,H is not dominated inG. By way of contradiction, let
us suppose that there is an odd region A of G\H that contains no ray of R. There are two
cases to consider.
Case 1: V (H) ∩ V (A) is inﬁnite. Fix x0 ∈ V (A) and a spanning tree T of A and deﬁne
T ′ as the subtree which is the union of all x0H -paths of T. Since T ′ meets V (H) inﬁnitely
often, Lemma 5.3 implies that T ′ contains a ray R.
Now let Ĝ be a new graph obtained from G by the addition of a new vertex u joined
to each vertex of R. It is easy to see that H is dominated by u in Ĝ. Since the number
of components of H is ﬁnite, one of them, say K, is also dominated by u in Ĝ. Thus by
Lemma 5.4, K must contain a ray Q which is dominated in Ĝ. Since by hypothesis Q is
non-dominated in G, its dominating vertex in Ĝ must be u, implying, by the construction
of Ĝ, that Q and R belong to a same end of G. This contradicts the fact that Q, being a ray
of H, belongs toR whereas R does not.
Case 2: V (H)∩V (A) is ﬁnite. By our notational convention,A is an induced subgraph of
G\H . Denote by A+ the vertex-induced subgraph of G on V (A), and put A+ := G−A+.
Observe that H ∩ A+ must be ﬁnite because V (A) = V (A+) and V (H) ∩ V (A) is ﬁnite.
Hence,H being locally ﬁnite, [A+, A+]G is likewise ﬁnite.Moreover,
∣∣E(H)∩[A+, A+]G∣∣
is even because otherwise [H ∩ A+, H ∩ A+]H would be an odd cut of H, and therefore,
G/A+ a ﬁnite graph having exactly one vertex of odd degree, which is not possible.
To ﬁnish the proof, note that since∣∣∣[A+, A+]G∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣[A,A]G\H ∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣E(H) ∩ [A+, A+]G∣∣∣,
the cut [A+, A+]G ofG is odd, and sinceA (= A+\H ) contains no rays ofR andH ∩A+ is
ﬁnite,A+ is likewise free of rays ofR. This contradicts the hypothesis thatR is well-spread
in G. 
Lemma 6.3. Let R be a well-spread set of non-dominated ends of G. Then every edge of
G is contained in a circuit of G which is either ﬁnite or the union of two rays ofR.
Proof. We may suppose G to be connected since R is well-spread in each component of
G. Let e ∈ E(G). If e is contained in a cycle, then there is nothing to show. If this is not
the case, then {e} must be an odd cut, call it [A,A]G. SinceR is well-spread, let RA (resp.
RA) be a ray of R that is contained in A (resp. A). Since any two rays having a common
tail are equivalent, we may suppose without loss of generality that the origin of RA (resp.
RA) is the only vertex of A (resp. A) incident to e. ThenD := RA ∪ e ∪RA is a double-ray
of G all of whose tails belong toR, and e belongs to D. 
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Proposition 6.4. Let G be a countable graph and R a well-spread set of non-dominated
ends of G. Then G has a circuit decomposition  such that R is still well-spread in each
fragment of  (i.e., each double-ray of  is the union of two rays ofR).
Note that by Lemma 5.4, the circuits of such a decomposition are all non-dominated
in G.
Proof. Let {e1, e2, . . .} be an enumeration of E(G). We will construct a circuit decom-
position (Ci)i∈I inductively in the following way: suppose that for every positive integer
k < j, Ck has already been constructed and that Ck is either ﬁnite or the union of two rays
of R. Let ij be the smallest subscript such that eij ∈
⋃
k<j E(Ck). If no such subscript
exists then (Ci)i<j is the desired circuit decomposition. Otherwise, by Lemma 6.2, R is
well-spread inG\(⋃k<j Ck). By Lemma 6.3, let Cj ⊆ G\(⋃k<j Ck) be any circuit which
is either ﬁnite or the union of two rays of R and contains the edge eij . Clearly (Ck)k<r is,
for some r, a circuit decomposition of G that has the desired property. 
The generalization of this last result to the uncountable case is an immediate consequence
of the following key result.
Theorem 6.5. Let R be a well-spread set of non-dominated ends of G. Then G is decom-
posable into countable fragments in each of whichR is still well-spread.
For the proof of this theorem we have to recall some deﬁnitions and a result from Part I
of this paper [11].
Deﬁnition 6.6. An -decomposition of a graph is a decomposition whose fragments are all
of cardinality less than or equal to .
Deﬁnition 6.7. An -decomposition  of a graph G is said to be bond-faithful if
(i) any bond of G of cardinality  is contained in some fragment of ;
(ii) any bond of cardinality <  of a fragment of  is also a bond of G.
Since any cut is the edge-disjoint union of bonds, condition (i) implies that condition (ii)
can be replaced in an equivalent manner by:
(ii′) any cut of cardinality <  of a fragment of  is also a cut of G.
Theorem 6.8 (Laviolette [11]). Let (Hi)i∈I be a pairwise edge-disjoint family of countable
connected subgraphs of G. Then G has a bond-faithful -decomposition  such that each
Hi and each non-isolated vertex of degree  in G is contained in one and only one
fragment of .
Assuming the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis, this last result can be generalized to
-decompositions with  > . See [11].
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Proof of Theorem 6.5. Let U be a maximal set of pairwise vertex-disjoint rays of R. We
claim that for every odd region A of G there exists a ray in U that has a tail in A. Suppose
that an odd region A of G does not contain the tail of any ray in U . Since [A,A]G is ﬁnite,
V (R∩A) is ﬁnite for everyR ∈ U . Moreover, since the rays inU are pairwise edge-disjoint,
at most
∣∣[A,A]G∣∣ rays in U meet A, and so V (A ∩⋃R∈U R) is ﬁnite. Hence any ray in A
has a tail which is disjoint from all rays in U . This contradicts the maximality of U , since
A contains a ray belonging toR, and any tail of a such a ray is likewise inR.
Let Ĝ be the graph obtained fromG by the addition of a new vertex u joined to the origin
of each ray in U , and for any R ∈ U , consider the ray
R̂ := eR ∪R,
eR being the edge joining u to the origin of R. Let ̂ be a bond-faithful-decomposition of
Ĝ such that for any R ∈ U , R̂ is contained in a fragment of ̂. Such a decomposition exists
by Theorem 6.8, (R̂)R∈U being a family of pairwise edge-disjoint graphs of cardinality at
most .
Claim. We may suppose that no fragment of ̂ has u as a cut-vertex. Otherwise decompose
each fragment Ĥ ∈ ̂ into (Ĥi)i∈IH , where each Ĥi is a component of Ĥ −u together with
u and all the edges of Ĥ joining u to a vertex of that component. Note that if u is not a
cut-vertex of Ĥ , then |IH | = 1. Consider the-decomposition  of Ĝ whose fragments are
all the Ĥi’s, where Ĥ runs through all fragments of ̂. Since every ray R̂ (R ∈ U) contains
exactly one edge incident with u, it is easy to see that each such R̂ is still contained in one
and only one fragment of .
In any graph, no two edges of a bond are separated by a cut-vertex. It follows that for
each Ĥ ∈ ̂ the set of all bonds of Ĥ is exactly the set of all bonds of all the Ĥi’s (i ∈ IH ).
Thus, is a bond-faithful decomposition of Ĝ, and therefore can play the role of ̂, proving
the Claim.
Now, let
 := (Ĥ − u)
Ĥ∈̂,
where Ĥ − u means Ĥ if u ∈ V (Ĥ ). Clearly,  is an -decomposition of G since no
fragment of ̂ contains u as a cut-vertex. Let us prove that  is the desired decomposition
of G (i.e.R is well-spread in each fragment of ).
Let H be any fragment of , Ĥ the corresponding fragment in ̂ and C = [A,H −A]H
any odd cut ofH. To ﬁnish the proof, let us show that A contains a tail of a ray of U . By way
of contradiction suppose that no ray of U has a tail in A. This implies that at most a ﬁnite
number of the rays of U which are contained inH (in fact at most |C|) have their origin inA.
Hence Ĉ := [A, Ĥ −A]Ĥ is a ﬁnite cut of Ĥ because Ĉ consists of C and all edges joining
u to a vertex in A which is the origin of some ray in U . By the bond-faithfulness of ̂, Ĉ is
also a cut of Ĝ. Therefore Ĉ = [B, Ĝ− B]Ĝ for some B ⊆ Ĝ and the notation may be so
chosen that A ⊆ B and Ĥ − A ⊆ Ĝ− B. Then it is easy to see that A = B ∩H , whence
[A,H − A]H = C = [B − u,G− B]G.
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Hence C is also an odd cut of G, which implies that there exist two rays Q,Q′ ∈ U
which respectively have a tail in B and G − B. Since u is the origin of both Q̂ and Q̂′,
Ĉ (= [B, Ĝ − B]Ĝ) contains an odd number of edges (hence at least one) of either Q̂ or
Q̂′, according as u is a vertex of Ĝ − B or B. By the deﬁnition of ̂, this particular ray is
therefore contained in Ĥ because Ĉ is a cut of Ĥ and Ĥ ∈ ̂. Since A = B ∩H , the case
where u ∈ V (Ĝ − B) and Q̂ ⊆ Ĥ gives rise to a contradiction because Q (= Q̂ − u),
having a tail in B, will have a tail in A. For the case where u ∈ V (B) and Q̂′ ⊆ Ĥ , the
vertex u, being the origin of Q̂′ is a vertex of Ĥ , a contradiction to u ∈ V (A) and Ĥ −A ⊆
Ĝ− B. 
In viewofTheorem6.5, Proposition 6.4 is also truewithout the assumptionof countability.
In particular, ifR is the set of all the non-dominated ends, we have the following.
Theorem 6.9. A graph has a decomposition into non-dominated circuits if and only if it
has enough non-dominated rays.
Proof. The necessity is evident and the sufﬁciency is a consequence of Proposition 6.4 and
Theorem 6.5. 
Hence the property of having enough non-dominated rays is a sufﬁcient condition for a
graph to admit a circuit decomposition. Thus for any class of graphs in which all rays are
non-dominated, the property of having enough rays is a necessary and sufﬁcient condition.
One such class is formed by the block-locally-ﬁnite graphs (i.e. the graphs all of whose
blocks are locally ﬁnite). These graphs are interesting because they are a generalization of
trees and of locally ﬁnite graphs. Indeed, they have the following characterization.
Lemma 6.10. A graph is block-locally-ﬁnite if and only if it contains no dominated ray
and no pair of inﬁnitely edge-connected vertices.
Proof. The necessity is obvious and the sufﬁciency a consequence of Proposition 2.11. 
Another family of graphs for which having enough rays is a necessary and sufﬁcient
condition for circuit-decomposability, are those that have at most one vertex of inﬁnite
degree, see Proposition 9.12.
7. Peripheral regions, odd-type vertices and circuit decomposition
7.1. Peripheral regions
Intuitively speaking, a ray that goes through inﬁnitely many “successive” odd cuts, as in
Fig. 5 is always non-dominated. Hence in a graph which is not circuit-decomposable, and
therefore, by Theorem 6.9, which does not have enough non-dominated rays, there must
be odd regions that are “poor” in odd cuts. To make this idea precise, let us ﬁrst deﬁne the
following type of region:





Deﬁnition 7.1. An odd region of a graph G is peripheral if it contains no odd cut of G.
The word peripheral has been chosen because such regions can be visualized as lying on
the “periphery” of the drawing of the graph. Note that a peripheral region A may contain a
subgraph B such that [B,B]G is an odd cut, but if this is so, then [A,A]G ∩ [B,B]G = ∅
(see Fig. 6). Moreover, if B is a region (i.e. connected), then it is automatically peripheral.
Proposition 7.2. Every odd region ofG contains a peripheral region ofG or an -stratifying
sequence of odd regions of G.
Proof. Suppose that G has an odd region A0 which contains no peripheral region. Since
A0 itself is not peripheral, there exists an odd region A1 ⊆ A0 of G such that [A1, A1]G ⊆
E(A0) (and hence such that A1 ⊆ A0 − Bdry(A0)). Repeating this argument ad inﬁnitum,
one can construct the desired -stratifying sequence (Ai)i∈. 
Deﬁnition 7.3. A region of a graph is obstructive if all of its rays are dominated. (In
particular a region which contains no rays is obstructive.)
The next three results will show that obstructive peripheral regions are the only parts of
the graph where one may expect to encounter serious difﬁculties in connection with circuit
decompositions. Recall that if a graph does not have enough non-dominated rays, then by
deﬁnition it has an odd region all of whose rays are dominated.
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Proposition 7.4. Every obstructive odd region contains a peripheral region.
Proof. Propositions 7.2, 2.17 and Remark 2.16 
Proposition 7.4 and Theorem 6.9 together say that a graph having no peripheral region
is circuit-decomposable. The next theorem points out, in a more speciﬁc way, the link that
exists between the structure of the peripheral regions and the existence or non-existence of
a circuit decomposition of the graph.
Theorem 7.5. Let G be a graph. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(i) G is circuit-decomposable;
(ii) every peripheral region of G is locally circuit-decomposable;
(iii) every obstructive peripheral region is locally circuit-decomposable in G;
(iv) among all maximal families (Ai)i∈I of vertex-disjoint obstructive peripheral regions,
there is one which consists of locally circuit-decomposable regions.
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii)⇒ (iii)⇒ (iv) are evident.
(iv)⇒ (i). First observe thatwithout loss of generalitywemay supposeG to be connected
and eulerian because for any vertex x of odd degree, {x} is a rayless peripheral region that is
not locally circuit-decomposable inG, and neither is any peripheral region containing x. Let
(Ai)i∈I be a maximal family of vertex-disjoint obstructive peripheral regions and suppose
that each Ai is locally circuit-decomposable. For each i ∈ I , let Li be a ﬁnite connected
subgraph of Ai that contains all the vertices in BdryG(Ai), and i be a decomposition of
Ai ∪ [Ai,Ai]G into circuits, Ai-rays and Ai-paths. LetKi be the subgraph of Ai that is the
union of all the fragments of i which are edge-disjoint from Li ∪ [Ai,Ai]G. Note thatKi
is circuit-decomposable, and that G\Ki is still eulerian. Since the Ai’s are vertex-disjoint,
so are the Ki’s; hence H := G\(⋃i∈I Ki) is eulerian. We claim that H has enough non-
dominated rays. Note that if this claim is true then we are done, since by Theorem 6.9, H
is circuit-decomposable, and hence, the Ki’s being pairwise disjoint, (Ki)i∈I ∪ {H } is a
decomposition of G into circuit-decomposable graphs.
To prove the claim, let us suppose by way of contradiction that H does not have enough
non-dominated rays. By Proposition 7.4, there is a peripheral region B of H that contains
no non-dominated rays. Now put
Bi := Ai\Ki (= Ai ∩H), i ∈ I.
Since Bi ∪ [Ai,Ai]G is the i-shadow of Li ∪ [Ai,Ai]G for any i ∈ I , we have that
[Bi, Bi]H = [Ai,Ai]G and that Bi is inﬁnite, locally ﬁnite and connected for any i ∈ I .
There are now two cases to consider.
Case 1: B ∩ (⋃i∈I Bi) is inﬁnite. In that case, there must exist an i0 ∈ I such that
Bi0 ∩ B is inﬁnite because otherwise, each Bi being inﬁnite and connected, an inﬁnite
number of them would have an edge in the ﬁnite cut [B,B]H , contradicting the fact that the
Bi’s are pairwise disjoint. Since Bi0 is connected and [B,B]H is ﬁnite, Bi0 ∩ B contains a
ﬁnite number of components. One of these components is therefore inﬁnite. This particular
component contains a ray (say R) because it is an inﬁnite connected subgraph of the locally
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ﬁnite graph Bi0 . Being contained in Bi0 , which is a locally ﬁnite region of H, R is therefore
not dominated in H, a contradiction.
Case 2: B ∩ (⋃i∈I Bi) is ﬁnite (possibly empty). Let D := B ∩ (⋃i∈I Bi). Since
the Bi’s are pairwise disjoint locally ﬁnite regions of the eulerian graph H, every vertex
of D is of even degree in H. This implies that
∣∣∣[D,D]H ∣∣∣ is even because it is equal to∑
x∈V (D) degH (x) − 2
∣∣∣E(D)∣∣∣. Hence, by Lemma 2.2, [B − D,B −D]H is an odd cut.
Being contained in B, B − D must by Proposition 7.4 contain an obstructive peripheral
region C of H. However, C is disjoint from each Ai, i ∈ I , implying that it is an induced
subgraph of G, and hence an obstructive peripheral region of G, a contradiction to the
maximality of the family (Ai)i∈I . 
7.2. The parity type of vertices
Observe that in a ﬁnite and also in an inﬁnite locally ﬁnite graph G, a peripheral region
A always contains an odd number of vertices whose degree in G is odd, and these vertices
must belong to BdryG(A). In general, this is not true because of the vertices of inﬁnite
degree, which in a sense may be considered of both odd and even degree. This double status
is clearly the basic reason why circuit decompositions become so difﬁcult to study once we
go beyond the locally ﬁnite case. The following is a generalization to vertices of inﬁnite
degree of the parity property that exists for vertices of ﬁnite degree.
Deﬁnition 7.6. A vertex x of a graph G is said to be of even type in G if every odd region
of G that contains x also contains an even region which still contains x. A vertex which is
not of even type is said to be of odd type.
Note that any two inﬁnitely edge-connected vertices are always of the same type, hence
we can deﬁne an even-type class (resp. odd-type class) as an -class whose members are
of even type (resp. odd type).
It is easy to see that vertices of even or odd degree are respectively of even type or odd type.
Moreover, as shownby the results of the rest of Section 7, there is a close connection between
odd-type vertices and peripheral regions (the “problematic” parts of the graph from the
point of view of circuit-decomposability) and between even-type vertices and locally cycle-
decomposable regions (the “nice” parts). Moreover, since by Nash-Williams’s Theorem
locally cycle-decomposable regions cannot contain odd cuts, they are in some sense the
even counterparts of the peripheral regions.
Proposition 7.7. Anodd-type vertex always belongs to someperipheral region of the graph.
Proof. Without loss of generality suppose thatG is connected and by way of contradiction,
let x be an odd-type vertex of G that does not belong to any peripheral region of G. By the
deﬁnition of odd type, G has an odd region A that contains x and such that no even region
containing x is contained in A. Now observe that if there exists an odd cut [C,C]G ⊆ E(A)
such that A ∩ C is connected and contains all the vertices of BdryG(A), then A ∩ C is an
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even region because in such case
[A ∩ C,A ∩ C]G = [A,A]G ∪˙ [C,C]G.
Thus to reach a contradiction, let us construct such a cut. Denote by X the-class of x inG,
and choose a ﬁnite tree T ⊆ A that contains x and every vertex of BdryG(A). Let B ⊆ A
be a region that contains x but that is vertex-disjoint from T − X; by Lemma 2.3, such a
region exists because T is ﬁnite and no vertex of T −X is inﬁnitely edge-connected to x in
G. Note that by assumption, B must be an odd region but not a peripheral one. Thus there
exists an odd cut [C,C]G ⊆ E(B) with x ∈ V (C). Since a cut is an edge-disjoint union of
bonds, we may suppose without loss of generality that [C,C]G is a bond and therefore that
C is connected. T is contained in C because the only edges of T that belong to B are those
that have both endpoints in X, and therefore must belong to C. Hence since T is connected
and contained in A, and since
{x} ∪ BdryG(A) ⊆ V (T ),
A ∩ C is likewise connected and contains x and the vertices of BdryG(A). This completes
the proof. 
Corollary 7.8. The vertices of a cycle-decomposable graph are all of even-type.
The next result shows that in appropriate circumstances parity type is preserved under
the operation of taking quotients.
Lemma 7.9. Let A be any induced subgraph of G such that [A,A]G is ﬁnite, and let
x ∈ V (A). Then x is of even type in G if and only if it is of even type in G/A.
Proof. (⇒:) By way of contradiction suppose that x is of even-type inG and an odd region
B ofG/A contains x but contains no even region ofG/A which contains x. Without loss of
generality we may suppose that B ⊆ A (i.e., q
A
∈ V (B)) because otherwise, degG/A(qA)
being ﬁnite, the component of B − q
A
that contains the vertex x will be a region of G/A
contained in B, and hence an odd region that contains no even region that contains x. Thus
B is also an odd region of G that contains x. Now since x is of even type in G, there exists
an even region B ′ of G such that x ∈ B ′ ⊆ B, which gives rise to a contradiction because
B ′ is also an even region of G/A.
(⇐:) Again by way of contradiction suppose that x is of even-type in G/A and B is an
odd region of G which contains x but whose even subregions do not contain x. This implies
that the component K of B ∩ A that contains x is an odd region of G, and hence clearly an
odd region ofG/A. Nowwe obtain our contradiction by taking any even region ofG/A that
contains x and is contained in K, any such even region ofG/A being also an even region of
G. 
We now establish the property—already mentioned in the introduction—that the parity
type of a vertex does not change if we remove a ﬁnite eulerian subgraph. In fact the removal
of an arbitrary eulerian subgraph H of G may only change the parity type of the vertices
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that -dominate H in G, where the concept of -domination of a subgraph (analogous to the
concept of domination introduced in Section 5) is deﬁned as follows: a vertex x is said to
-dominate a subgraph H of G if there is an inﬁnite family of edge-disjoint xH-paths having
different end-vertices in H, or equivalently, if every region of G that contains x, contains
inﬁnitely many vertices of H.
Proposition 7.10. Let H be any eulerian subgraph of G and x any vertex that does not
-dominate H in G. Then x is of even type in G if and only if it is of even type in G\H .
Proof.
Case 1: H is ﬁnite.
(⇒:) Let A be any odd region ofG\H that contains x, and let us show that A contains an
even region that contains x. By Lemma 2.3, choose a regionB ⊆ A such that V (B)∩V (H)
is contained in the-class of x. If B is even we are done. So suppose that B is odd (inG\H ).
Let B+ be the subgraph of G induced by V (B) (i.e., B+\H = B). Since H is eulerian and
ﬁnite, B+ is an odd region of G. Consequently, there exists an even region C of G that
is contained in B+ and contains x. Clearly, [C\H,C\H ]G\H is an even cut. Moreover, C
being connected, so also is C\H because otherwise there exists an edge e ∈ E(C)∩E(H)
whose two incident vertices (x1, x2, say) belong to different components of C\H . But this
is a contradiction because, being in the same -class of G, x1 and x2 cannot be separated
by the removal of the edges constituting the ﬁnite set E(H) ∪ [C,C]G. Thus C\H is the
desired even region of G\H .
(⇐:) Let A be any odd region of G, and B the component of A\H that contains x. Since
[A\H,A\H ]G\H is ﬁnite, B is therefore a region ofG\H . LetD be an even region ofG\H
that is contained in B and contains x (if B is already an even region, putD := B). Then the
subgraph of G induced by V (D) is an even region of G contained in A that contains x.
Case 2:H is inﬁnite. Since x does not -dominateH, there is a region A ofG that contains




degH (x) − 2
∣∣∣E(A ∩H)∣∣∣,
and hence that H/A is a ﬁnite eulerian subgraph of G/A (possibly a single vertex). More-
over, [A\H,A\H ]G\H is a ﬁnite cut. Hence we obtain that x is of the same parity type in
G, in G/A, in (G/A)\(H/A) ( = (G\H)/(A\H)), and in G\H , by applying Lemma 7.9
to G and A, the present proposition (Case 1) to G/A and H/A, and Lemma 7.9 to G\H
and A\H . 
7.3. Vertices of even type and locally cycle-decomposable regions
Lemma 7.11. Let X be an -class of G contained in some peripheral region A of G, and
let B ⊆ A be a region that contains X but no vertex of BdryG(A)−X. Then the following
statements are equivalent.
(1) X is of even type;






(2) B is an even region of G;
(3) B is locally cycle-decomposable in G.
Note that since BdryG(A) is ﬁnite and X is an-class ofG, Lemma 2.3 implies that there
always exists a region B ⊆ A such that X ⊆ V (B) and V (B) ∩ BdryG(A) ⊆ X.
Proof. (3) ⇒ (1). Observe that, since G/B is cycle-decomposable, by Nash-Williams’s
Theorem X must be of even type in G/B and hence, by Lemma 7.9, of even type in G.
(2) ⇒ (3). By way of contradiction, suppose that B is an even region that is not locally
cycle-decomposable. ByNash-Williams’s Theorem, there is an odd cut [C, (G/B)−C]G/B
of G/B such that X ⊆ V (C). Note that we may suppose without loss of generality that
q
B
∈ V (C), because otherwise consider the cut induced by C ∪ {q
B
} instead of C: by
Lemma 2.2, the new cut will then also be odd since q
B
is a vertex of even degree in G/B.
Since q
B
∈ V (C), it follows thatF := (G/B)−C is a subgraph ofG. Moreover [F,F ]G =
[C,G/B − C]G/B and so [F,F ]G is an odd cut of G that is contained in B ∪ [B,B]G,
and hence in A ∪ [A,A]G. Moreover, since V (B) ∩ BdryG(A) ⊆ X and V (F) ∩ X = ∅,
no edge of [F,F ]G ∩ [B,B]G belongs to [A,A]G. Thus [F,F ]G is totally contained in A,
contradicting the fact that A is peripheral in G.
(1) ⇒ (2). By way of contradiction suppose that B is an odd region of G. Since X
is assumed to be of even type, there exists an even region C of G that contains X and is
contained in B. Put D := B − C. As one can easily see in Fig. 7, this implies that∣∣∣[D,D]G∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣[B,B]G∣∣∣− ∣∣∣[C,B]G∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣[C,C]G∣∣∣− ∣∣∣[C,B]G∣∣∣.
Since
∣∣∣[B,B]G∣∣∣ and ∣∣∣[C,C]G∣∣∣ are of different parity, [D,D]Gmust be an odd cut. However,
since C contains X, and B contains no element of BdryG(A)−X, it follows that A contains
the odd cut [D,D]G, a contradiction since A is peripheral. 
The preceding result establishes a certain link between even-type vertices and locally
cycle-decomposable regions of the graph. This link comes out in an even stronger way in
the following proposition which is a generalization to the inﬁnite case of a basic property
of the vertices of even degree in ﬁnite graphs.
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Proposition 7.12. Let B be a region of a graph G. Then
B is locally cycle-decomposable ⇒ each vertex of B is of even type in G.
Moreover, if B is contained in some peripheral region of G, the converse is also true.
Proof. If B is locally cycle-decomposable then, by Nash-Williams’s Theorem and since
G/B is cycle-decomposable, each vertex of B must be of even type in G/B, and hence by
Lemma 7.9, of even type in G. Now, suppose that B is composed of even type vertices of G
only, that it is contained in some peripheral region A, and let us show that it is locally cycle-
decomposable. By way of contradiction, suppose thatG/B is not cycle-decomposable, and
by Nash-Williams’s Theorem, let C be an odd region ofG/B such that qB ∈ V (C). Then C
is also an odd region of G contained in B, and hence in A. Since A is peripheral, [C,C]G ⊆
E(A), which implies that C ∩BdryG(A) is non-empty. Since moreover it is ﬁnite, without
loss of generality, we may suppose C has been chosen such thatC∩BdryG(A) has smallest
possible cardinality, and let x ∈ C ∩ BdryG(A). Since x is of even type in G and lies in C,
it is contained in some even region Dx ⊆ C of G. By Lemma 2.2, [C −Dx,C −Dx]G is
an odd cut, and since C − Dx is a union of disjoint regions, there therefore exists an odd
region Cx of G that is a component of C −Dx . Clearly, Cx is an odd region of G/B such
that qB ∈ V (C), a contradiction to the minimality assumption because
Cx ∩ BdryG(A) ⊆ C −Dx ∩ BdryG(A)C ∩ BdryG(A). 
7.4. Vertices of odd type and peripheral regions
The next proposition plays the same role for odd-type vertices as Proposition 7.12 does
for the vertices of even type. In other words, it shows that some properties that are satisﬁed
by the vertices of odd degree in a ﬁnite graph are also satisﬁed by the vertices of odd type
in an arbitrary graph, and also points out a link that exists between odd-type vertices and
peripheral regions.
Proposition 7.13. Let G be a graph. Then
(i) every peripheral region A contains an odd number of odd-type classes and each such
class meets BdryG(A);
(ii) for every odd-type class O and every region A that contains O there exists a peripheral
region B ⊆ A such that O is the only odd-type class of G to be contained in B.
The proof of this proposition is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 7.14. Let A be a peripheral region of G and (Pi)i∈I be a maximal set of edge-
disjoint paths in A such that the two endpoints of each Pi belong to BdryG(A) but are
in different -classes of G. Then H := (⋃i∈I Pi) ∪ [A,A]G is ﬁnite, A\H is cycle-
decomposable, and for each -class X contained in A we have:
X is of odd type in G⇐⇒X contains an odd number of vertices
whose degree in H is odd.
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Note that in the case where BdryG(A) is contained in a single -class of G (in particular
when [A,A]G is a bridge), Lemma 7.14 asserts that A is cycle-decomposable. (See Fig. 9
at the end of the paper for some examples.)
Proof. Clearly I is ﬁnite because so is BdryG(A) and because between two different -
classes of G there is only a ﬁnite number of edge-disjoint paths. Hence H is ﬁnite.
Let K be the subgraph of G induced by V (A) ∪ BdryG(A). Since A is peripheral in
G, G/K has no odd cut and hence, by Nash-Williams’s Theorem, is cycle-decomposable.
Moreover, since I is ﬁnite and Pi/K a cycle or an edge-disjoint union of several cycles,
for any i ∈ I , (G −⋃i∈I Pi)/K is also cycle-decomposable. Assume A\H is not cycle-
decomposable. Since (A\H)/K = (G−⋃i∈I Pi)/K , there exist two vertices of BdryG(A)
that belong to the same component of A\H but which are separated in that component by
an odd (and hence ﬁnite) cut, contradicting the maximality of the family (Pi)i∈I . ThusA\H
is cycle-decomposable.
Now let X be any -class of G that is contained in A, and let B ⊆ A be any region of G
that contains X but no vertex of BdryG(A)−X.As noted after the statement of Lemma 7.11,
such a B exists. Moreover, since A\H contains no odd cut, B is an odd region if and only
if X contains an odd number of vertices of odd degree in H. Thus by Lemma 7.11 we are
done. 
Proof of Proposition 7.13. (i) Take any ﬁnite subgraph H as deﬁned in Lemma 7.14, and
put G1 := (G\A) ∪ H . Since H is ﬁnite and [A ∩ H,G1 − (A ∩ H)]G1 is an odd cut of
G1,A∩H contains an odd number of vertices whose degree inG1 is odd. Since vertices of
A∩H have the same degree in H as inG1, it follows that
∣∣V (A)∩ Vodd(H)∣∣ is odd where
Vodd(H) is the set of vertices whose degree in H is odd. Therefore there are an odd number
of -classes X ⊆ V (A) such that ∣∣X ∩ Vodd(H)∣∣ is odd. By Lemma 7.14, these -classes
are precisely the odd-type classes contained in A. Moreover, if X is one of these -classes,
then ∅ = X∩Vodd(H) ⊆ BdryG(A) because vertices in V (A∩H)−BdryG(A) have even
degree in H. This proves part (i) of Proposition 7.13.
(ii) By Proposition 7.7, there is a peripheral region C of G that contains O. Since, by
Lemma 2.2, [C∩ A,C ∩ A]G is ﬁnite, there exists a regionD ofG such thatO ⊆ V (D) ⊆
V (C ∩ A). By Lemma 2.3 (with A, Y, x replaced by D, BdryG(C) − O, and an arbitrary
element of O, respectively), there exists a region B of G such that B ⊆ D, O ⊆ V (B) and
B ∩ BdryG(C) ⊆ O. (1)
Since B is contained in D, it is contained in the peripheral region C. Hence, it follows from
Lemma 7.11 (with X, A, B replaced by O, C, B, respectively) that B is an odd and therefore
peripheral region of G. Moreover, it follows from (i) (with A replaced by C), from Eq. (1)
and from the fact that an -class is either disjoint from V (B) or contained in it, that B
contains no odd-type class other than O. Thus we are done. 
Proposition 7.13 says in particular that a graph which has no odd-type vertex does not
have any peripheral region. Thus by Theorem 7.5 we have the following corollary of Propo-
sition 7.13.
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Corollary 7.15. A graph all of whose vertices are of even type is circuit-decomposable.
For vertex transitive graphs, Corollary 7.15 has the following interesting consequence.
Corollary 7.16. A vertex transitive graph is circuit-decomposable if and only if it is eule-
rian.
Proof. Let G be an eulerian vertex transitive graph. By Corollary 7.15, we only have to
show that every vertex of G is of even type. Assume the contrary. Then since G is vertex
transitive, every vertex ofG is of odd type. LetA be a peripheral region that contains exactly
one odd-type class of G. Denote this class by O and observe that O = V (A). This implies
that Omust be an inﬁnite set and therefore that V (A)−BdryG(A) = ∅. Moreover, since O
is an-class, no subgraph ofA, exceptA itself, can be a region ofG. Thus no automorphism
of G can map a vertex of BdryG(A) to a vertex of V (A)−BdryG(A), a contradiction. 
7.5. Peripheral regions containing exactly one odd-type class
The peripheral regions of a graph that contain exactly one odd-type class are of par-
ticular interest because, as is shown by the following results, the circuit-decomposability
of the whole graph is equivalent to the local circuit-decomposability of these regions, and
because they have the surprising property that, regardless of whether they are locally circuit-
decomposable or not, they are always locally cycle-decomposable to within a single edge.
First note that by Proposition 7.13(ii) and the deﬁnition of an odd-type class (Deﬁnition
7.6), we have the following remark:
Remark 7.17. Every odd-type class of a graph is contained in some peripheral region that
contains no other -class of odd type.
This implies the following result.
Proposition 7.18. A graph G is circuit-decomposable if and only if every obstructive pe-
ripheral regionofG that contains exactly one odd-type class is locally circuit-decomposable.
Proof. Necessity follows from Theorem 7.5. For the sufﬁciency it follows from Propo-
sition 7.13(ii) that any maximal family of vertex-disjoint obstructive peripheral regions
containing each at most one odd-type class, is also maximal when considered simply as
a family of vertex-disjoint peripheral regions having only dominated rays. Thus the result
follows by the implication (iv)⇒ (i) of Theorem 7.5. 
Proposition 7.19. Let A be a peripheral region of G containing exactly one odd-type class
O. Then (G\e)/A ( = (G/A)\e) is cycle-decomposable for any e ∈ [O,A]G.
Proof. By Proposition 7.13(i), there exists an edge e ∈ [O,A]G. Let us show that G1 :=
(G\e)/A is cycle-decomposable. Suppose the contrary. Then by Nash-Williams’s Theorem
there exists an odd cut [C,C]G1 such thatO ⊆ V (C). Since A is of even degree inG1, we
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may suppose without loss of generality thatA ∈ V (C), because otherwise, consider the cut
induced by C ∪ {A} instead of C (by Lemma 2.2 both are odd cuts). Hence, V (A) ∪O ⊆
V (C), which implies that [C,C]G1 is also an odd cut of G and that C is contained in the
peripheral regionA. This implies that one of the components ofC is also a peripheral region
of G. Thus, by Proposition 7.13(i), C contains an odd type class of G, a contradiction to the
fact that O is the only odd type class of G contained in A. 
The next result shows that peripheral regions containing exactly one odd-type class have
a kind of extremal property with respect to all the regions of the graph.
Theorem 7.20. Let A be a peripheral region of G that contains a unique odd-type class O.
Then any region B contained in A is either a locally cycle-decomposable (and hence even)
region of G that is disjoint from O or a peripheral (and hence odd) region that contains O.
Proof. LetB ⊆ A be a region ofG and note thatO is either disjoint fromV (B) or contained
in it. In the ﬁrst case, by Proposition 7.12, B must be a locally cycle-decomposable even
region. In the second case, suppose by way of contradiction that B is not a peripheral
region. Since B ⊆ A, and A is peripheral, B does not contain odd cuts, and hence must
be an even region because otherwise it would be peripheral. By Lemma 2.2, this implies
that [A − B,A− B]G is an odd cut of G, and therefore that at least one component C of
A−B is an odd region that contains no odd-type class ofG. Since any odd region contained
in a peripheral one is also peripheral, it follows that C is peripheral, and this contradicts
Proposition 7.13(i). 
Corollary 7.21. Let A be a peripheral region having exactly one odd-type class. If A is
locally circuit-decomposable, then one of the following holds:
(i) G/A has a decomposition into cycles and exactly one q
A
-ray.




Proof. LetO be the unique odd-type class ofG contained in A and  any decomposition of




is a vertex of odd degree inG/A, we may suppose
without loss of generality that  contains exactly one q
A
-ray. Now we have two cases to
consider.
Case 1: Some inﬁnite fragment of  has a tail that is not -dominated in G by any vertex
of O. Then there exists a region B ⊆ A of G which is disjoint from O and contains a tail
of some fragment of . Then by Proposition 7.12, Bmust be a locally cycle-decomposable
even region, and it is easy to see that in addition, G/B satisﬁes the conditions of Lemma
3.8. Thus G/B has a decomposition into cycles and exactly two q
B
-rays.
Case 2: Each tail of each inﬁnite fragment of  is -dominated in G by some (and hence
every) vertex of O. By Proposition 7.13(i), there exists an edge e ∈ [O,A]G. Since A is
connected, there is a q
A
-ray R in G/A such that e is the ﬁrst edge of R and R shares a
tail with the only ray of . If we remove R from its -shadow, the resulting subgraph is
eulerian and locally ﬁnite and so is decomposable into circuits. Therefore (G/A)\R has a
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circuit decomposition, and soG/A has a decomposition into circuits and exactly one q
A
-ray,
namely R. Denote by u the second vertex of R. Since (G\e)/A admits a decomposition into
circuits and exactly one u-ray, by Proposition 7.19 it also admits a cycle decomposition
and thus, by Proposition 3.7 for n = 1, admits a decomposition into cycles and exactly one
u-ray R′. Since {e} ∪E(R′) is the set of edges of either a q
A
-ray or the edge-disjoint union
of a q
A
-ray and a cycle,G/A therefore admits a decomposition into cycles and exactly one
q
A
-ray as claimed. 
8. Removable subgraphs
In this section, we look for types of subgraphs which can be removed from the original
graph without changing its circuit-decomposability or circuit-indecomposability. Hence the
results of this section are generalizations to the situation of circuit-decomposability of the
fact that removing any ﬁnite eulerian subgraph from a (ﬁnite or inﬁnite) graph G does not
change the cycle-decomposability of G.
Proposition 8.1. Let H be a non-dominated eulerian subgraph of G. If G is circuit-decomp-
osable, then so is G\H , and conversely.
Proof. Since H is locally ﬁnite by Corollary 5.5 and eulerian, it is circuit-decomposable
by Theorem 2.24. Therefore G is circuit-decomposable if G\H is circuit-decomposable.
To prove the converse, assume that G has a circuit decomposition . Let K be the -
shadow of H. Since G\K and H are circuit-decomposable, and K ⊇ H , it is sufﬁcient to
show thatK\H also has such a decomposition. Being circuit-decomposable, K is eulerian,
hence so is K\H because H is locally ﬁnite and eulerian. Let  = (x)x∈V (G) be the
transition system of G induced by . For x ∈ V (K\H), let ′x be the set of all pairs
{e, e′} ∈ x such that e, e′ ∈ E(K\H). Since H is locally ﬁnite and eulerian, the number
of edges of K\H incident with x but not belonging to any pair of ′x is even. Therefore ′x
can be extended to a (full) transition system ′′x at x. Let ′′ = (′′x)x∈V (K\H). By Theorem
2.26, ′′ deﬁnes a decomposition′′ of K\H into edge-traceable fragments.
It will sufﬁce to prove that each fragment of ′′ is circuit-decomposable. Therefore
suppose, by way of contradiction, that a fragment M ∈ ′′ is not circuit-decomposable.
Then, by Theorem 6.9, there is an odd region A ofM such that every ray of A is dominated
in M. Since A is a subgraph of a edge-traceable graph, it is countable or ﬁnite, and hence
by Theorem 2.10 has a rayless spanning tree T. Hence
V (A) ∩ V (H) is ﬁnite, (2)
because, by Lemma 5.3, so is V (T )∩V (H). Note, however, that Amust be inﬁnite because
otherwise the quotient graph M/(M − A) is a ﬁnite graph with exactly one vertex of odd
degree, viz. q
M−A . Hence A must contain a vertex u of inﬁnite degree, because otherwise
A is inﬁnite and locally ﬁnite and therefore contains a ray, and clearly no such ray can be
dominated in A.
Now let 〈. . . , x−2, x−1, x0, x1, x2, . . .〉 be the 2-way inﬁnite trail ofM induced by ′′. Let
U := {i; xi = u}. Note thatU is inﬁnite and since [A,M−A]M is odd, it must either contain
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a least or a greatest element; without loss of generality suppose it has a smallest one, and let
U = {i0, i1, . . .} with in < in+1. Let nA be a non-negative integer such that xi ∈ V (A) for
any i inA . Observe that for each n0, the sub-trail Sn := 〈xin, xin+1, . . . , xin+1 , xin+1+1〉
contains three different edges that are incident with u. Since the transitions in  arise from
circuits (i.e. from 2-regular graphs), at least one of the ′′-transitions in Sn does not belong to
. This means that there exists an index jn with in < jn in+1 such that en := [xjn−1, xjn ]
and e′n = [xjn, xjn+1] do not form a pair in xjn . Thus, for each nnA, xjn belongs to
V (A) ∩ V (H), and both en and e′n are paired in xjn with edges of H. Since H is locally
ﬁnite, it follows that V (H) ∩ V (A) is inﬁnite, a contradiction to (2). 
Corollary 8.2. Let H be an eulerian subgraph of a circuit-decomposable graph G, and D
the set of all vertices of G that dominate H. Then G\H has a decomposition into circuits,
D-rays and D-paths.
Proof. Without loss of generality suppose that each vertex adjacent to a vertex of D is of
degree 2 and the distance in G between any two vertices of D is at least 3. If this is not the
case, subdivide each edge ofG (and consequently ofH) by two vertices. For each e ∈ E(G)
incident to a vertex of D, introduce a new ray Re at the vertex of e that is not in D, such that
Re meets G in that vertex only and such that the Re’s are pairwise disjoint. Now let











It is easy to see that Ĥ is an eulerian non-dominated subgraph of Ĝ and that Ĝ is circuit-
decomposable. Hence, by Proposition 8.1, Ĝ\Ĥ has a decomposition into circuits and since
any such decomposition canonically induces a decomposition ofG\H into circuits,D-rays
and D-paths, we are done. 
Intuitively, the last result together with Corollary 7.15 says that if one wishes to remove
some subgraphH of a circuit-decomposable graphG in such a way that the remaining graph
is still circuit-decomposable, a possible class of candidates forH are those subgraphs which
are not dominated in G by any vertex that is of odd type inG\H . Pursuing this idea further
we will extend Proposition 8.1 to the following class of subgraphs (see Theorem 8.6).
Deﬁnition 8.3. AsubgraphHof a graphG is said to be removable if novertex that dominates
H in G is of odd type in G\H .
An important situation where this concept is used is the case where G\H is cycle-
decomposable. Since in this case G\H has no vertices of odd type (see Corollary 7.8), H
is a removable subgraph of G.
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As is the case for the parity-type of vertices (cf. Lemma 7.9), removability is preserved
by the passage from a graph to some of its quotients:
Lemma 8.4. Let H be a subgraph of G and A a region of G. Then
H is removable in G ⇒ H/A is removable in G/A.
Moreover, if A contains all the vertices of G that dominate H, the converse is also true.
Proof. Straightforward from Lemma 7.9, the deﬁnition of removable graphs and the fact
that since [A,A]G is ﬁnite, the vertices that dominateH/A inG/A are exactly the vertices
of A that dominate H in G. 
Deﬁnition 8.5. An eulerian-type graphs is a graph that contains no odd-type vertex.
The following result which is a generalization of Theorem 8.1, show that removable
subgraphs are “generalized” non-dominated subgraphs.
Theorem 8.6. Let H be a removable eulerian-type subgraph of G. If G is circuit-decompos-
able, then so is G\H , and conversely.
Proof. Sufﬁciency. Since all vertices of H are of even type in H, by Corollary 7.15, H is
circuit-decomposable and hence so is G.
Necessity. Let K := G\H . We shall show that any obstructive peripheral region of K
is locally circuit-decomposable. The circuit decomposability of K then follows from the
implication (iii)⇒ (i) of Theorem 7.5.
Let A be an obstructive peripheral region of K. Denote by D the set of all vertices that
dominate H in G, and put DA := D ∩ V (A). Let O be the set of all vertices that are of odd
type in K, and let OA := O ∩ V (A).
Note that because H is removable the two sets D and O are disjoint and hence so are
DA and OA. We now claim that DA and OA can be separated by a ﬁnite cut, or, to be more
speciﬁc:
Claim. There exists an induced subgraph B ofA such that [B,A−B]A is ﬁnite,DA ⊆ V (B)
and OA ⊆ V (A− B).
Assuming for the moment that this claim is true, let us show that it implies the result.
First note that since both [A,A]K and [B,A − B]A are ﬁnite, so are [B,K − B]K and
[A−B,K−(A−B)]K . By Corollary 8.2,K admits a decomposition into circuits,D-rays
and D-paths. Because of the ﬁniteness of [A−B,K − (A−B)]K and the fact that A−B
is an induced subgraph of K, may contain at most a ﬁnite number of fragments that meet
A−B without being included in it. SinceD∩V (A−B) = ∅, the fragments of contained
inA−B are circuits, and hence their union is a circuit-decomposable subgraph L ofA−B
such that every x ∈ V (A− B) is of even degree in K\L.
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Now, putB := K−B. Since V (B)∩O = ∅, Lemma 7.9 implies that there is at most one
odd-type vertex inK/B, viz. q
B
. Hence, if the vertex q
B
is not of odd type inK/B, then by
Corollary 7.15, K/B is circuit-decomposable. On the other hand, if q
B
is of odd type, we
attach a q
B
-ray to K/B, obtaining a new graph with even type vertices only. By Corollary
7.15 this new graph is circuit-decomposable, and hence K/B itself has a decomposition
into circuits and exactly one q
B
-ray.
Hence in both cases we obtain that B itself has a local circuit decomposition1. LetM be
the union of the circuits of1 that are contained inB. Since [B,B]K is ﬁnite, the vertices ofB
must all be of even degree inK\M , and hence inK\(M∪L) becauseL ⊆ A−B.Moreover,
the vertices ofA−B are also of even degree inK\(M ∪L) because so are they inK\L and
M ⊆ B. Thus the vertices of A (= (A−B)∪B) are all of even degree inK\(M ∪L), and
sinceM ∪ L is circuit-decomposable, A is therefore a locally circuit-decomposable region
of K, and we are done.
Proof of the Claim. By way of contradiction, assume that there is no ﬁnite cut of A sep-
arating OA and DA. By Menger’s Theorem this implies that A contains an inﬁnite set of
edge-disjoint OADA-paths. By Proposition 7.13(i), OA is composed of an odd, and hence
ﬁnite, number of odd-type classes of K. Therefore one of these classes, say U, is inﬁnitely
edge-connected (inA) toDA. Since every odd-type class is also an-class it follows that for
each vertex u ∈ U there is an inﬁnite family Pu of edge-disjoint uDA-paths in K. [A,A]K
being ﬁnite, we may suppose without loss of generality that the paths in Pu belong to A.
Denote by Xu the vertices in DA that are endpoints of some path in Pu.
Since DA ∩OA = ∅, and since any vertex which is inﬁnitely edge-connected to an odd-
type vertex is also of odd type, no vertex ofDA can belong to inﬁnitely many different paths
in Pu, implying that the set Xu is inﬁnite.
We now apply Proposition 2.11 to A. Since every ray of A is dominated in A it follows
that in both situations covered by Proposition 2.11 we have a vertex v ∈ V (A) and a family
Lu of vXu-paths of A which are vertex-disjoint except for their common endpoint v. It is
easy to see that since each vertex in Xu dominates H in G, and since Xu is inﬁnite, v also
dominates H in G; thus v ∈ DA. On the other hand, since clearly v and u are inﬁnitely
edge-connected in A, and u ∈ OA, v also belongs to OA, a contradiction. 
9. Having enough eligible rays, a necessary and sufﬁcient condition
Recall that having enough rays and having enough non-dominated rays are respectively a
necessary and a sufﬁcient condition for a graph to be circuit-decomposable. It turns out that
in order to obtain a necessary and sufﬁcient condition we have to deﬁne a new property of
the rays of a graph which is a weakening of being non-dominated. It is tempting to consider
removable rays, but unfortunately there exist graphs that have enough removable rays but
are not circuit-decomposable, see the two examples on the second line of Fig. 9. Since rays
are never eulerian-type graphs, Theorem 8.6 does not fully apply here. Note however that
in those two examples of Fig. 9, each removable ray is dominated by its own origin. Hence,
from the circuit decomposition point of view, odd-type vertices of removable subgraphs are
better to be as far from dominating vertices as possible.
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Fig. 8.
Deﬁnition 9.1. A subgraph H of a graph G is almost eulerian if the set OH of all the odd-
type vertices of H and the set DH of all the vertices that dominate H in G are separable by
a ﬁnite cut of G. In other word, if there exists a ﬁnite cut [A,A]G such that DH ∈ V (A)
and OH ∈ V (A).
It is a consequence of Theorem 9.6 (see below) that having enough removable almost
eulerian rays is a sufﬁcient condition for circuit-decomposability. However this is not the
property we are looking for, because there exist graphs that are circuit-decomposable but
do not have enough removable almost eulerian rays (an example is shown in Fig. 8 where
the only removable ray is the one going to the left). Hence we have to consider a larger class
of rays.
Deﬁnition 9.2. A ray R of G is said to be eligible if it is contained in a locally ﬁnite almost
eulerian removable subgraph.
Observe that removable almost eulerian rays (and hence non-dominated rays) are eligible
but the converse is not true in general. However, as is shown by the next result, there is
only one other case to consider: the “removable 2-rays” (a 2-ray being a graph that is the
union of two edge-disjoint rays having the same origin). Note also that in each example
of the second line of Fig. 9, there are enough rays that are contained in an almost eulerian
removable subgraph. Hence the local ﬁniteness condition in the deﬁnition of eligibility
cannot be omitted if one want to characterize the circuit-decomposability.
Given any locally ﬁnite circuit-decomposable graph G and any x-ray R of G, the graph
G\R is still locally ﬁnite and has exactly one vertex of odd degree (viz. x). This implies
that G\R contains an x-ray R′. Since the subgraph S := R ∪R′ of G is a 2-ray, it follows
from Theorem 2.24 that G\S is circuit-decomposable. Hence, in a locally ﬁnite circuit-
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decomposable graph any ray R is contained in a 2-ray that is a member of a decomposition
of G into circuits and 2-rays. Since any such decomposition trivially induces a circuit de-
composition, one might say that to construct a circuit decomposition of a locally ﬁnite
circuit-decomposable graph, each ray is “usable”. The next Proposition shows that in arbi-
trary circuit-decomposable graphs, each eligible ray is “usable”.
Proposition 9.3. Let R be an eligible u-ray of a circuit-decomposable graph G. Then there
exists a u-ray R′ contained in G\R such that G\(R ∪R′) is still circuit-decomposable.
Proof. Let H be a locally ﬁnite almost eulerian removable subgraph of G that contains
R. Let OH be the set of all the odd-type vertices of H, DH the set of all the vertices that
dominate H in G, and [A,A]G a ﬁnite cut of G such that DH ∈ V (A) and OH ∈ v(A).
For every vertex x ∈ OH , deﬁne two new raysR1x andR2x such thatR1x ,R2x andG pairwise
intersect in x only and such that Rix and R
j
x′ are vertex-disjoint if x = x′. Let
G˜ := G ∪
⋃
x∈OH




Since H is locally ﬁnite, each vertex of OH is of odd degree in H. This implies that H˜ is
a locally ﬁnite eulerian graph, and hence an eulerian-type graph. Let us show that H˜ is also
a removable subgraph of G˜. Since V (Rix) ∩ V (A) = ∅ for any x ∈ OH and i ∈ {1, 2}, the
ﬁnite cut [A,A]G is also a cut of G˜. Hence (G˜\H˜ )/(G˜ − A) = (G\H)/(G − A), and it
therefore follows from Lemma 7.9 that any vertex of A has same parity type inG\H and in
G˜\H˜ . By construction, the set of vertices that dominate H˜ in G˜ is exactlyDH . This implies
that each vertex of DH is of even-type in G˜\H˜ because DH ⊆ V (A) and because H is a
removable subgraph of G. Thus H˜ is removable in G˜.
Since G˜ is clearly circuit-decomposable, by Theorem 8.6, there exists a circuit decom-
position 




x , and K := K˜ ∩ G. It is
easy to see that K ∪ H is a locally ﬁnite eulerian subgraph of G. Hence (K ∪ H)\R is
locally ﬁnite and u is its only vertex of odd degree. This implies that there exists an u-ray
R′ contained in (K ∪H)\R. Since (K ∪H)\(R ∪R′) is still a locally ﬁnite eulerian graph,
by Theorem 2.24, it has a circuit decomposition (K∪H)\(R ∪R′) which, together with all
the fragments of 
G˜\H˜ that are not contained in K˜ , form a circuit decomposition of G\
(R ∪R′). 
Proposition 9.4. Let A be an odd region of G. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(i) A contains an eligible ray;
(ii) A∪ [A,A]G contains some almost eulerian removable ray or A contains some remov-
able 2-ray;
(iii) A contains a non-dominated ray or a region B such thatG/B has a decomposition into
cycles and exactly one or exactly two q
B
-rays.
Proof. (ii) ⇒ (i) is evident because an almost eulerian ray and a 2-ray are always locally
ﬁnite and almost eulerian subgraphs.
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(iii)⇒ (ii). SupposeA contains no non-dominated rays, and letB be a region that satisﬁes
condition (iii). By the remark that follows the deﬁnition of a removable graph (Deﬁnition 8.3)
and by the converse part of Lemma 8.4, we are done ifG/B has a decomposition into cycles
and exactly one q
B
-ray. Hence suppose that G/B has a decomposition  into cycles and
exactly two q
B
-rays. B being a connected subgraph ofG/B, q
B
is not a cut-vertex ofG/B.
Hence, in B (= G/B − q
B
), there exists a vertex v and two edge-disjoint v-rays R1 and
R2 that have the tails of the two qB -rays of . By Lemma 2.30, the set {R1, R2} can be
extended to a decomposition of G/B in which all the other fragments are cycles. Thus
G/B − (R1 ∪ R2) is cycle-decomposable. Since qB ∈ V (R1 ∪ R2), again by the remark
following Deﬁnition 8.3 and Lemma 8.4, we have that R1∪R2 is connected and removable
in both G/B and G. Thus R1 and R2 are eligible in G.
(i) ⇒ (iii). Suppose that A contains dominated rays only. By Proposition 7.13(i), A
contains an odd number of odd-type class, say O1,O2, . . . , O2n+1, (n ∈ ). Let R be any
eligible ray of G contained in A, and u any of its dominating vertex. Since [A,A]G is ﬁnite,
u ∈ V (A). Now letH ⊇ R be any removable subgraph ofG as given by Deﬁnition 9.2, and
[C,C]G be a ﬁnite cut of G such that V (C) contains DH (the set of vertices that dominate
H in G) and V (A) contains OH (the set of vertices that are of odd degree in H). Observe
that, by Lemma 2.2, [A ∩ C,A ∩ C]G is ﬁnite. We now have to consider two cases.
Case 1: u ∈⋃2n+1i=1 Oi . Then, by Lemma 2.3, there exists a regionB ofG that is contained
inA∩C, that contains u, and that is disjoint from⋃2n+1i=1 Oi . ByTheorem 7.20,B is a locally
cycle-decomposable even region. Hence, G/B is cycle-decomposable. Moreover, since u
dominates R, B contains a tail of R. Let Q be any such ray, and x be its origin.
Since no vertex ofH/B except possibly qB is of odd degree inH/B, the latter is therefore
locally ﬁnite and almost eulerian. Moreover, H/B is, by Lemma 8.4, removable in G/B.
Since Q is contained in H/B, it is therefore an eligible ray of G/B. Thus, it follows from
Proposition 9.3 that there exists an x-rayQ′ such thatG/B has a decomposition G/B into
circuits and exactly two x-rays, the two x-rays being Q and Q′. Applying Theorem 2.24,
let Q∪Q′ be a circuit decomposition ofQ ∪Q′. Thus  := G/B\{Q,Q′} ∪Q∪Q′ is a
circuit decomposition of G/B.
If  contains at least a double-ray, then, by Lemma 3.8, G/B has a decomposition into
circuits and exactly two qB -rays, as desired.
If is a cycle decomposition, thenQ andQ′ are the only inﬁnite fragments ofG/B , and
the existence of a decomposition ofG/B into circuits and exactly two qB -rays is this time a
consequence of Lemma 2.31 (replacing G, v, and  byG/B, qB and G/B , respectively).
Case 2: u ∈ Oj , for some j. Then, by Lemma 2.3, there exists a region DOj of G that
is contained in A ∩ C, that contains u (and hence Oj ), and that is disjoint from⋃i =j Oi .
By Theorem 7.20, DOj is a peripheral region having exactly one odd-type class, viz Oj .
Since DOj ⊆ A, without loss of generality we may suppose that DOj = A, and therefore
that OH ⊆ V (A). By Corollary 7.21 and Lemma 8.4, to ﬁnish the proof, we only have to
show that A is locally circuit-decomposable.
By Proposition 7.13(i), there exists v ∈ Oj ∩BdryG(A) and hence some vA-edge e. Let
M be a connected graph (disjoint from G/A) that has a cycle decomposition as well as a
decomposition into cycles and exactly one ray S. Let Q be a ray disjoint fromG/A andM,
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and form a new graph K from the union ofG/A,M and Q by identifying the vertices v and
q
A
of G/A with the origins of S and Q, respectively. K is circuit-decomposable because
M ∪ e ∪ Q obviously is circuit-decomposable, and (G/A)\e is cycle-decomposable by
Proposition 7.19. We leave it to the reader to show that Oj is still the only odd-type class
of K, and that (H/A) ∪M and (H/A) ∪M ∪Q are both removable in K (here one uses
that v already dominates H/A in G/A). Since OH ⊆ A, one of H/A and (H/A) ∪Q is
eulerian, we therefore have by Theorem 8.6 that one of
K\((H/A) ∪M) and K\((H/A) ∪M ∪Q)
is still circuit-decomposable. In either case this implies that (G/A)\(H/A) has a decompo-
sition into circuits and q
A
-rays and therefore, since H/A is locally ﬁnite and has no vertex
of odd degree except possibly q
A
, thatG/A itself admits a decomposition into circuits and
q
A
-rays. Thus A is locally circuit-decomposable, and we are done. 
The following result is our main theorem.
Theorem 9.5. A graph is circuit-decomposable if and only if it has enough eligible rays.
Proof. Thenecessity is a direct consequence of Proposition 7.18,Corollary 7.21, andPropo-
sition 9.4. For the sufﬁciency, by Proposition 7.18, we have to show that each obstructive
peripheral region that contains exactly one odd-type class is locally circuit-decomposable.
Let G be a graph and A any such region, O the only odd-type class in A, and K the graph
obtained from G/A by attaching a new ray R0 to the vertex qA . To ﬁnish the proof, let us
show that K is circuit-decomposable. Lemma 7.9, applied to A as induced subgraph of G,
and again to A as induced subgraph of K shows that the type of the vertices of A is the same
in G, G/A, and K. Thus, O is also the unique odd-type class of K. Moreover, since G has
enough eligible rays and since R0 is non-dominated (and hence eligible) in K, Lemma 8.4
implies that K has enough eligible rays.
Case 1: There exists a region B of G contained in A such that G/B has a decomposition
into cycles and exactly one q
B
-ray (in particular, B is locally circuit-decomposable). Then B
must be an odd region and therefore, by Theorem 7.20, a peripheral region of G (and hence
also of K). Moreover, since K has exactly one odd-type class, it follows from Proposition
7.13(i) that K contains no peripheral region that is disjoint from B. Hence {B} is a maximal
family of vertex-disjoint obstructive peripheral region, implying, by Theorem 7.5 ((iv) ⇒
(i)), K is circuit-decomposable.
Case 2: There is no region having the properties of Case 1. Then by Proposition 9.4((i)⇒
(iii)) there is a non-empty family (Bi)i∈I of vertex-disjoint regions of G that are contained
in A such that each G/Bi has a decomposition i into cycles and exactly two qBi -rays.
Suppose that (Bi)i∈I is maximal with respect to these properties, and note that each Bi
must be an even region and hence, by Theorem 7.20, is disjoint from O. We claim that in G
(and hence also in K), O cannot be separated from⋃i∈I Bi by a ﬁnite cut. Indeed, if there
exists a region C of G that contains O and is disjoint from⋃i∈I Bi , then the component of
C − A that contains O is, by Theorem 7.20, a peripheral region of G. Since G has enough
eligible rays, Proposition 9.4 ((i) ⇒ (iii)) implies that either there exists a region having
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the properties of Case 1, or the family (Bi)i∈I is not maximal; in either case we reach a
contradiction.
For each i ∈ I let Li be the i-shadow of some ﬁnite connected subgraph of G/Bi that
contains all the edges incident to the vertex q
Bi
and in which q
Bi
is not a cut-vertex. Such
an Li exists because, Bi being connected, qBi is not a cut-vertex ofG/Bi in the ﬁrst place.
Then let Ki be the graph obtained from (G/Bi)\Li by deleting isolated vertices. Observe
that these graphs have the following properties:
• q
Bi
does not belong to Ki (or equivalently Ki ⊆ Bi);
• Li contains at least two edge-disjoint rays, namely the two qBi -rays of i ;• Ki is cycle-decomposable;
• Li − qBi is connected and locally ﬁnite.
Now consider L := K\(⋃i∈I Ki). Note that
E(L ∩ Bi) ∪ [qBi , Bi]G/Bi = E(Li). (3)
To ﬁnish the proof, it sufﬁces to show that L has a circuit decomposition. Suppose the
contrary. By Proposition 7.18, there is an obstructive peripheral region D of L that con-
tains exactly one odd-type class of the graph L, say OD , and which is not locally circuit-
decomposable. By (3), the vertices of each Bi have the same degree in L as in Li , and since
Li is the shadow of a ﬁnite subgraph of G/Bi , each x ∈ V (Bi) has even degree in Li , and
hence in L. Therefore none of the vertices of Bi , i ∈ I , belongs to OD .
Note that [Li−qBi , Li − qBi ]L is ﬁnite because it is equal to [Bi, Bi]K . Since moreover,
Li − qBi is locally ﬁnite, each ray contained in Li is non-dominated in L. Hence each ray
of each i (i ∈ I ) induces a non-dominated ray in L, and none of these has a tail in D.
Therefore by (3) and the connectedness of Li − qBi , it follows that if a vertex of Bi belongs
toD, then at least one edge of Bi belongs to [D,D]L, for any i ∈ I . Since [D,D]L is ﬁnite,
so is V (D) ∩ (⋃i∈I V (Bi)). Moreover, D being an obstructive peripheral region of L, at
most a ﬁnite initial segment of the ray R+0 := [qA,G/A− qA]K ∪ R0 belongs to D. Thus,
V (D) ∩
(






ByLemma 2.3,V (R+0 )∪
⋃
i∈I V (Bi) is therefore separable fromOD by a ﬁnite cut in L. Let
N ⊆ D be any region ofL that contains the vertices ofOD but no vertex ofV (R+0 )∪
⋃
i∈I Bi ,
and observe that N is also contained in A (= K − V (R+0 )) and that
[N,K −N ]K = [N,L−N ]L. (4)
Moreover, N cannot contain O because, as proved earlier, O is not separable in K from⋃
i∈I V (Bi) by a ﬁnite cut. Since A is peripheral in K and does not contain O, by Theorem
7.20, N is therefore an even region of K. On the other hand, again by Theorem 7.20, N is an
odd region of L because it is contained in D (which is peripheral in L) and contains OD , a
contradiction to (4). 
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Theorem 9.5 can be stated in this apparently stronger form.
Theorem 9.6. A graph G is circuit-decomposable if and only if every peripheral region
contains an eligible ray.
Proof. Theorem 9.5, Proposition 7.4 and the fact that a non-dominated ray is always
eligible. 
In the remainder of this section we will show that “most” of the ends of a graph contain
eligible rays. This will imply that eulerian graphs that are not circuit-decomposable must
have a very particular structure. The next two propositions will make this statement more
explicit.
Proposition 9.7. Every end of G that is of -multiplicity > 2 contains some eligible ray.
Proposition 9.8. Every end of G that is of -multiplicity > 1 and is -dominated by an
odd-type vertex of the graph contains some eligible ray.
We ﬁrst prove Proposition 9.8 as it will be used in the proof of Proposition 9.7.
Proof of Proposition 9.8. Let  be such an end, O the odd-type class whose members -
dominate , andA be a peripheral region that containsO and no other odd-type class ofG. By
Remark 7.17 such an A exists. Clearly, each ray of  has a tail in A. By Proposition 7.13(i),
there exists u ∈ O ∩BdryG(A); let e ∈ [u,A]G. Note that by Proposition 7.19 there exists
a cycle decomposition  of the graph (G\e)/A. Since the -multiplicity of  is greater than
1, then by Theorem 3.3, (G\e)/A has a decomposition′ into cycles and exactly one u-ray,
say R. Observe that R ∪ e is either a ray or the edge-disjoint union of a tail of R and a cycle.
Without loss of generality we may suppose that R ∪ e is a ray because in the other possible
case, we can take that speciﬁc tail of R instead of R and then add the extra cycle so obtained
to ′.
Now, since ′\{R} is a cycle decomposition of (G/A)\(R ∪ e), it follows from Corol-
lary 7.8 that (G/A)\(R ∪ e) has no vertex of odd-type. Hence R ∪ e is removable in G/A
which, by Lemma 8.4, implies that the ray S of G induced by the edges of R ∪ e is remov-
able in G. Since moreover the origin of S is in A, S is therefore an eligible ray contained
in . 
Proof of Proposition 9.7. Without loss of generality assume G to be connected. By way
of contradiction, suppose that there exists an end  of -multiplicity > 2 that contains no
eligible ray. Since  must be dominated, the set X that consists of all the vertices of G that
-dominate  in G is non-empty and hence is an -class. Moreover, by Proposition 9.8, X
is an even-type class. Now there are two cases to consider.
Case 1: X is contained in some peripheral region A of G. Since by Proposition 7.13(i), A
contains only ﬁnitely many odd-type classes, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that there exists
a region B ⊆ A which contains X but no odd-type class of G. Note that each ray of 
has a tail in B and that by Proposition 7.12, B is locally cycle-decomposable. Hence G/B
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is cycle-decomposable which implies by Theorem 3.3 that given any x ∈ X, G/B has
a decomposition into cycles and exactly two x-rays R1, R2 ∈ . By Lemma 2.30 we may
suppose that neitherR1 norR2 contains the vertex qB . This implies thatR1∪R2 is removable
in G/B and hence, by Lemma 8.4, also removable in G. Thus both R1 and R2 are eligible
rays.
Case 2:X is not contained in any peripheral region ofG. Let u be any vertex that dominates
 in G (hence u ∈ X), and consider H := R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3 ∪ R12 ∪ R13 ∪⋃i∈ Pi , where
R1, R2, R3 are three edge-disjoint u-rays of , and R12 and R13 are u-rays of  such that
R1j meets both R1 and Rj inﬁnitely often, j = 2, 3, and (Pi)i∈ is an inﬁnite family of
uR1-paths having only u in common. Let (Ai)i∈I be a maximal family of (vertex-)disjoint
odd regions of G that are (vertex-)disjoint from H, and put A :=⋃i∈I Ai .
Construct a new (multi-)graph G˜ as follows: add a new vertex q toG and new qy-edges
for each odd type vertex y of G that is not in A, and then identify all the vertices of A with
q (deleting loops). The vertex of G˜ resulting from this identiﬁcation will be denoted by q˜.
Note that in G˜, the odd type vertices of G have either been identiﬁed with q˜ or are joined
to q˜ by inﬁnitely many edges.
We claim that every odd region of G˜ contains q˜. By way of contradiction let B be an odd
region of G˜ such that q˜ ∈ V (B). Being contained inG−A (= G˜−q˜),B is also an odd region
of G. Since B cannot contain any odd type vertex of G, it follows from Proposition 7.13(i)
that B contains no peripheral region of G˜. By Proposition 7.2, B therefore contains an
-stratifying sequence (Bn)n∈ of odd regions of G˜. Since each ray contained in H is
dominated (and hence -dominated) in G, by Corollary 2.18 there exists an n0 ∈  such
that V (H) ∩ V (Bn0) = ∅. This is a contradiction to the maximality of the family (Ai)i∈I
because Bn0 ⊆ B, and B is disjoint from A (=
⋃
i∈I Ai). Thus every odd region of G˜
contains q˜, as claimed.
It follows from this claim that G˜ has no odd cut, and hence is cycle-decomposable by
Nash-Williams’s Theorem. Since H ⊆ G˜, u -dominates ˜ in G˜, and by Theorem 3.3
(applied to G˜ and to the end ˜ of G˜ that contains the ray R1), G˜ has a decomposition  into
cycles and exactly two u-rays belonging to ˜ (R and R′, say). Since u -dominates ˜ also in
G˜− q˜, there exist two edge-disjoint u-rays of G˜ that have tails in {R,R′} and do not contain
the vertex q˜. Hence, by Lemma 2.30, wemay suppose that has been so chosen that neither
R nor R′ contains q˜, or in other words that R and R′ belong toG. A being disjoint fromH, R
and R′, it is easy to see that R and R′ are both end-equivalent to R1 in G. Hence R,R′ ∈ .
PutQ := R ∪R′. ClearlyQ is a locally ﬁnite eulerian graph ofG. To complete the proof,
let us show thatQ is removable inG. By way of contradiction, suppose that there is a vertex
x that dominates Q in G and is of odd type in G\Q. Note that x belongs to X, and hence is
of even type in G; also, being an -dominating vertex of each ray in H, x does not belong to
anyAi . LetOx be the-class of x inG\Q, and applying Remark 7.17, choose a peripheral
region C of G\Q such that the only odd type class of G\Q contained in C is Ox .
Since every vertex that -dominates Q in G belongs to X and hence is of even type in G,
it follows from Proposition 7.10 that each vertex that is of odd type in G is also of odd type
in G\Q. Since x ∈ X (which is an even type class of G), no vertex that is of odd type in G
may belong Ox . Thus C contains no vertex that is of odd type in G.
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TheAi’s are odd regions ofG\Q because they are odd regions ofG andV (Ai)∩V (Q) =
∅. Moreover, if V (Ai) ∩ V (C) = ∅ then, Ai being connected,
either Ai ⊆ C or E(Ai) ∩ [C,C]G\Q = ∅.
The ﬁrst possibility implies that[
Ai, (G\Q)− Ai
]
G\Q ∩ [C,C]G\Q = ∅
because C is peripheral in G\Q. On the other hand, the Ai’s being disjoint, each edge
e ∈ [C,C]G\Q can belong to E(Ai) for at most one i ∈ I , or to [Ai, (G\Q)−Ai]G\Q for
at most two i ∈ I . Thus the set J of all the indices i ∈ I such that V (Ai) ∩ V (C) = ∅ is
ﬁnite.
If J = ∅, put C′ := C, otherwise letK :=⋃j∈J Aj and C′ be the component of C−K
that contains x (recall that x does not belong to any Ai). Since [K,K]G\Q is clearly ﬁnite,
so is [C −K,C −K]G\Q by Lemma 2.2. Hence C′ is a region of G\Q. Moreover, since
Ox is the only odd type class of G\Q in C, it follows from Theorem 7.20 (with G, O, B, A
replaced by G\Q, Ox , C′, C, respectively) that C′ is an odd region of G\Q.
The region C′ is disjoint from A (= ⋃i∈I Ai). Therefore in the passage from G to G˜,
no vertex of C is identiﬁed with q, so that C′ is contained in G˜− q˜. Moreover, every edge
of G incident with a vertex of C′ is also an edge of G˜ (possibly with one of its endpoints
identiﬁed with q). On the other hand, being a subset of C, C′ does not contain any vertex
that is of odd type in G. This means that in the passage from G to G˜, no edges are added at
any vertex of C′. Hence the cuts induced by C′ in G\Q and G˜\Q coincide, which means
that C′ is an odd region of G˜\Q, a contradiction to Nash-Williams’s Theorem because
Q = R ∪R′ and − {R,R′} is a cycle decomposition of G˜\(R ∪R′). 
From Proposition 9.7 and Remark 2.4, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 9.9. An end which admits inﬁnitely many dominating vertices contains an eli-
gible ray.
Moreover, it follows from Propositions 9.7 and 9.8 that in a graph which is not circuit-
decomposable there must exist a peripheral region in which ends are very “thin”. We gen-
eralize this idea in Proposition 9.11, which is based on the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 9.10. An end  of a graph G is said to be threadlike if it has -multiplicity 1 and
at least two dominating vertices.
By Remark 2.4, a threadlike end has at most ﬁnitely many dominating vertices.
The next proposition says that in a region that has no eligible ray, “almost” all ends are
threadlike and the exceptions are “almost threadlike” in the sense that they satisfy only one
of the two deﬁning conditions of threadlike ends. We shall use the following notation: for
a vertex x ∈ V (G) denote by Dx the set of all ends of G that are -dominated by x in G.
Proposition 9.11. Let A be a peripheral region of G that contains no eligible ray. Then all
rays in A are dominated, and given any vertex x ∈ A of inﬁnite degree, either
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(i) x is of odd type and all ends in Dx are threadlike
or
(ii) x is of even type and all but at most one end in Dx are threadlike, and the exceptional
end  (if it exists) has one of the following properties:
(1)  has -multiplicity 1 and exactly one dominating vertex;
(2)  has -multiplicity 2 and at least two dominating vertices.
Proof. It is a direct consequence of the deﬁnition of eligibility that all rays in A are domi-
nated.
Case (i): x is of odd type. Let  ∈ Dx . Then by Proposition 9.8,  is of -multiplicity 1.
Moreover, by exactly the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 9.8 except that
Theorem 3.3 is replaced by Proposition 3.6, it follows easily that  cannot be dominated by
exactly one vertex. Thus  is threadlike.
Case (ii): x is of even type. Suppose there are two distinct ends , ′ in Dx that are not
threadlike.
As in the proof of Proposition 9.7 (case 1), choose a locally cycle-decomposable region
B of G that is contained in A and that contains x but no odd-type class of G. Thus every end
inDx has rays in B. Let u be any vertex that dominates  inG. Clearly u is in B. Observe that
u is inﬁnitely edge-connected to x and hence -dominates ′ in G (and therefore in G/B),
and that for any rayR ∈ ′, u still dominates  inG\R and therefore also in (G/B)\(R/B).
Now apply either Theorem 3.3 or Proposition 3.6 in order to construct a decomposition of
G/B into cycles and exactly one u-ray R′ ∈ ′. Observe that G˜ := (G/B)\R′ is cycle-
decomposable and that,  and ′ being different ends of G, the set ˜ of all rays of  that are
contained in G˜ is an end in G˜. It is easy to see that ˜ is not threadlike and still dominated
by u in G˜.
Again, apply either Theorem 3.3 or Proposition 3.6 to construct a decomposition of G˜
into cycles and exactly one u-ray R˜ ∈ ˜. Clearly D := R′ ∪ R˜ is a removable 2-ray in
G/B because D is locally ﬁnite and eulerian and (G/B)\D is cycle-decomposable. By
Lemma 8.4, D is also removable in G. R′ and R˜ are therefore eligible rays of G contained
in A, a contradiction to the hypothesis of the proposition.
To ﬁnish the proof consider a non-threadlike end  that has rays in A. By Proposition 9.7,
 has -multiplicity 2. By an argument that follows verbatim the proof of Proposition 9.7
(case 1) except that we use Proposition 3.6 instead of Theorem 3.3, one may once again
easily show that every end of -multiplicity = 2 that has rays in A must be dominated by
more than one vertex of G. This implies that one of properties (1) and (2) holds for the end
. 
Proposition 9.12. A graph having at most one vertex of inﬁnite degree is circuit-decompos-
able if and only if it has enough rays.
Proof. The necessity has already been proved in Proposition 4.2. For the sufﬁciency, sup-
pose G is a counterexample. Having enough rays, G cannot contain vertices of odd degree,
but by Corollary 7.15, it contains a vertex of odd-type. HenceG contains exactly one vertex
of inﬁnite degree, and that vertex is of odd-type in G. Denote that vertex by x. Apply Theo-
rem 9.6 to choose a peripheral regionA that contains no eligible rays. By Proposition 7.13(i),
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Fig. 9. Peripheral regions that are not locally circuit-decomposable.
x belongs to A. Since x is the only vertex of inﬁnite degree, no end of A is threadlike, but
x must dominate (and therefore -dominate) each ray of A. Thus, by Proposition 9.11, the
odd region A must be rayless, contradicting the hypothesis. 
It follows fromTheorem 9.6, Proposition 7.13(i) and Proposition 9.11 that a graph which
is not circuit-decomposable, must contain an odd-type vertex that -dominates threadlike
ends only. Moreover, those results together with Proposition 7.13(ii) say that if a graph is
not circuit-decomposable, then it must contain a peripheral region which has exactly one
odd-type class, which is in some sense obtained by identifying vertices of some of the four
types of odd regions shown in Fig. 9. Each of these four regions is obviously peripheral,
contains exactly one odd-type class and is not locally circuit-decomposable.
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